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PREFACE

Over the last number of years (since about 1990) I have been writing 
letters to the editors of newspapers, journals, magazines, institutions 
and organizations about various issues, mainly about Architecture, 
city planning, public buildings but also about issues like for example 
the false scare created by two school girls from Navi Mumbai about 
sighting of a terrorist landing.

Therefore, I thought of publishing these unpublished letters in a 
book to make widely known my views about matters of general public 
interest and to bring to the notice of people, even after the issue has lost 
its topicality, a thinking intellectual’s concern about issues of national/
regional/local importance.

Hence, readers will find letters about a number of issues that I 
have written extensively in some of my books published so far. Those 
interested in perusing them can visit my websites, angelfire.com/
indie/pmapte and pmapte.webnode.in and down load the books viz.  
1. building of Gandhinagar: New Capital of Gujarat 2. Urban Growth 
Strategies: Mumbai Lessons 3. Urban Planning & Development: An 
Indian Perspective 4. India: A Nation Bedeviled 5. Handson Guide, 
Urban Planning & Housing 6. People Places & Pursuits.

A few years back, my elder son, Dr. Shireesh, came across a book 
titled “Gandhinagar” by a Ravi Kalia. He was appalled at the outright 
defamatory, false and mischievous statements made in the book. He 
sent a copy to me. I was greatly distressed at the shamefacedness of the 
author in falsely claiming that he had interviewed me! He has written 
about me in very derogatory terms, called me names and debunked 
the planning of the Gandhinagar. This kind of writing is unbecoming 
the profession of a teacher (at a university in USA) that he claimed he 
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was practicing. The book was perhaps promoted and sponsored by the 
Indian Architects who had aspired to bag the job of planning the new 
capital city-Gandhinagar- and failed to do so.

It was then that I decided to disclose the factual account of the 
planning of the new city and wrote my first book on Gandhinagar. 
My second son Dr. Palash encouraged me to keep writing to share 
my knowledge and experience in city planning, including letters to the 
Editors. Thank you Shireesh and Palash!

Prakash Madhusudan Apte
Mumbai, March 2018
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Introduction

There is a paucity of rational, culturally and economically contextual 
thinkers with regard to the problems of rapid and uncontrolled 
urbanization in India. Mr. Apte is one of the select few who have made 
an indelible and intelligible impact in this genre. Mr. Apte’s writing 
is impressive and exigent. He is one of the very few architect-Town-
planners who has had the foresight to predict, and the knowledge 
to propose, readily implementable, fiscally responsible and socially 
germane solutions to problems of otherwise rampant runaway 
urbanization. Mr. Apte has a long, reputable and unblemished 
record as an eminent town planner; having designed the capital of  
Gujarat – Gandhinagar - as part of his impressive visionary legacy to 
bring a planned, cultural, economic, social and cost-effective context 
to city planning.

Mr. Apte has also done well to write on pedestrians, an issue of 
constant concern for me. I have dealt with the issue at length in my 
book ‘Traffic in the era of climate change’. Mr. Apte’s objective criticism 
of the out-of-context application of the ‘Smart City’ concept in India is 
very valid. The smart cities concept is better suited to western cities that 
already have an acceptable minimum level of infrastructure. Applied 
carte-blanche to cites that have experienced unplanned growth; it 
becomes an extremely elitist concept inspired by an overbearing affluent 
corporate class that disenfranchises the poor. Mr. Apte has very rightly 
and appropriately pinpointed these issues.

Mr. Apte has been a long advocate of the management issues 
facing Mumbai. Much remains to be accomplished with regard to 
basic, fast, reliable and comfortable service in public transportation, 
notwithstanding grandiose, fiscally irresponsible and egregious cost 
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to benefit ratio projects such as the monorail. His well researched 
proposed solutions of, better logistics for increased frequency and 
double-decker trains and platforms would have cost orders of 
magnitude less – without needless opaque contracts to alleged foreign 
‘experts’ - with lesser disruption. Had our establishment listened to 
his ideas on public transport in the seventies and eighties, we would 
not be in such a mess today.

Prestigious papers like the ‘New York Times’ and ‘Guardian’ have 
regular architecture critics. We absolutely and seriously need objective, 
thoughtful, erudite experts, visionaries and writers such as Mr. Apte 
because our town planning & architectural paradigm is under 
serious threat. Mr. Apte brings a wealth of knowledge, experience 
and unquestionable wisdom to the complex issues of town planning. 
Mr. Apte’s letters address Town planning and Urban development 
issues of vital importance to the common man. The newspapers and 
the print media in general would do well to continue to solicit and 
publish ideas from Mr. Apte; one of the few remaining experts in this 
field; that can be incorporated into public policy.

Vidyadhar Date
(Mr. Vidyadhar Date is a senior journalist)
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1 GANDHINAGAR

(letter to the Municipal Corporation of of Gandhinagar)

As the sole surviving Town Planner of Gandhinagar, I appeal to the 
newly elected body to rein in the Consultants of the Gandhinagar 
Urban Development Authority from destroying the planning concept 
of the new city and making it a suburb of Ahmedabad. 74th and 75th 
amendment to the Indian Constitution empowers the local authority 
to be the planning authority of the area under its jurisdiction. Hence, 
the GUDA has no constitutional authority to implement its idiotic 
consultant’s devilish plot to dismantle the city’s plan and destroy the 
axial planning that focuses on the Sachivalaya complex. Either by design 
or imbecility, the re-planning of Gandhinagar by the Consultants of 
Gandhinagar Urban Development Authority (GUDA) has obliterated 
its identity as a capital city. It’s consciously designed and planned 
axial plan & egalitarian Gandhian ethos has been dismantled. The 
juggernaut of unbridled capitalism has led to its debasement and 
inorganic extension. Please save Gandhinagar as the Capital.

(Letter to the chairman Gandhinagar Urban Development Authority)

Comments on some major aspects of the Development Plan proposals 
for Gandhinagar prepared by Consultants to GUDA

1. The consultants, it is learnt, while preparing the present development 
plan proposals, had arranged about 70 consultative meetings. At 
none of the meetings they invited town planning experts or senior 
planners of the original master plan who are today still working 
either in Gujarat or elsewhere.
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2. As a starting point, before preparing new planning proposals the 
consultants could have reviewed — as is the international practice 
and a World Bank requirement the original proposals in the 
context of current ground realities, the objectives of setting up a 
new capital city, its regional context and its planning concepts.

3. Before suggesting a change in the economic base of the new city 
the consultants could have studied and enunciated salient features 
of the industrial policy for the state and the region (including 
Ahmedabad) so as to clearly indicate possibilities of interface with 
an industrial base for the new city. This would however require a 
knowledge of regional planning concepts.

4. There appears to be some misunderstanding on the part of 
the consultants about the growth matrix of a new town. The 
comparative weightage to be given to the population growth 
by natural increase and normal or induced immigration are a 
determining factor in population growth projections.

5. The consultants should be aware that a structure plan needs to 
define as little zoning with as much flexibility in accommodating 
organic growth as possible. Zoning is more of a regularly 
mechanism and could even be detrimental to growth.

6. The consultants have proposed commercial development to a 
depth of about 250 mts all along the Koba-Gandhinagar express 
way (with a proposed mass urban transport system which will 
totally destroy the avenue planting on this road, moreover it is 
questionable whether planning an inter-city urban mass transit 
system at this stage could be a prudent step, as the development 
of lands through Town Planning Schemes takes anything from 15 
— 25 years to develop), despite the fact that hardly 15% of the 
land reserved for commercial development in the original master 
plan of Gandhinagar has been developed so far. Development of 
a commercial zone along the express way from Gandhinagar to 
Ahmedabad would probably be the most retrograde step, flouting 
all norms and concepts of city planning and will only accommodate 
the vested interests of land speculators.

7. A major open area for a city square for large public gatherings 
was reserved in sector 17 (city centre) in the original master plan 
of Gandhinagar. This is proposed to be converted to commercial 
use by the consultants, totally ignoring the traditional ‘city square’ 
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concept and will destroy the ‘urban design’ of the city centre. 
(Please see the photograph of a model of city centre in the original 
book published about Gandhinagar plan),

 8. Since the new capital is named after Mahatma Gandhi, land to 
build a memorial to him was reserved in the alignment of road 
No.4 on the East bank of sabarrnati in the original master plan. 
The consultants have removed this reservation!

 9. An area along J road abutting sector 9 is proposed by the 
consultant to be used for residential purpose. In fact, this area, 
covered by ravines, (at some places 40 ft. deep) is unsuitable for 
any use except conservation as an adventure park as proposed in 
the original plan.

10. The consultants have proposed a district commercial centre 
in almost half the area of sector 8, where in the original plan, 
private residential plots were provided. When there is a paucity 
of residential plots, the great ‘urge’ of consultants to provide 
commercial uses raises serious doubts about their professional 
honesty, integrity and competence.

11. The altitude of the consultants is exhibited in the flouting of all 
norm of elementary city planning principles by filling up the open 
space at the junction of the main roads (left open in the earlier plan 
to improve junction grometrics as and when required, landscaping 
and road signage including guide maps etc.) with low income 
housing and shopping development. 2004

Mr. Vidyarthi,

While surfing on Internet with I came across your article about 
neighbourhood. I am the only surviving planners of Gandhinagar. I am 
extremely grieved at the attempts of some pseudo planner of Ahmedabad 
to distort and dismantle its plan under the guise of re-planning it. I have 
written extensively protesting this wanton destruction of the plan. My 
article titled “Gandhinagar Endangered: A Capital’s Plan Dismantled” 
has been extensively published on the internet.

Much disinformation has been spread by a book (Gandhinagar by 
Ravi Kalia) purportedly about Gandhinagar in which much abuse is 
heaped on me apart from giving false information and making totally 
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false statements. No one but me knows the true circumstances under 
which the plan was prepared. Yet, the book falsely gives the impression 
that the information contained there in is from “Apte”’ while in fact 
I was never contacted by the Author. I could never imagine that an 
academician could be so brazenly untrue.

Please excuse me for taking the liberty of writing to you. I want to 
and have in fact written a book on Gandhinagar explaining the basic 
concepts of its planning and explaining the plan. Had I not written this 
book, the true circumstances of the genesis of gandhinagar plan would 
never have been known and those like Ravi Kalia with access to easy 
publication will keep spreading false and wrong information

One man’s plea for Gandhinagar (Letter to “World Architecture 
News”)

WAN recently received an anxious email from Prakash M Apte, one of 
the lead designers of the city of Gandhinagar, expressing the need to 
publicise his heartfelt reaction to the ‘wanton destruction of the plan 
of the city’. Commissioned in the 1960s alongside fellow urban planner 
H.K. Mewada, Prakash M Apte embarked upon a phased construction 
project to create a new state capital for Gujarat following the division 
of Bombay state into Gujarat and Maharashtra.

The architect explains that his appointment was met with ‘great 
opposition...by a very influential group of architects from Ahmedabad 
who wanted the job to be given to them and had put up Louis Khan 
as the ‘Front’’. In a lengthy email to WAN, Apte detailed how those 
opposed to his design have ‘succeeded in convincing the political 
powers of the need to ‘re-plan’ Gandhinagar’, dramatically altering the 
traditional concepts behind the city’s structure.

In the following article he outlines his case for Gandhinagar...

A Capital’s Plan Dismantled

Either by design or imbecility, the re-planning of Gandhinagar by the 
Consultants of Gandhinagar Urban Development Authority (GUDA) 
has obliterated its identity as a capital city. It’s consciously designed and 
planned axial plan & egalitarian Gandhian ethos has been dismantled. 
The juggernaut of unbridled capitalism has led to its debasement and 
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inorganic extension resulting in Gandhinagar becoming just another 
suburb of Ahmedabad.

The city was planned and implemented between 1965-1970 by 
two Indian Planners, H.K. Mewada and P.M. Apte. An influential 
group of Architects from Ahmedabad with active support from some 
industrialists had tried then to usurp the job by bringing in American 
Architect Louis Kahn who was in Ahmedabad to design the buildings 
of the management institute. The state government was however 
determined to have the city designed by Indian town planners in the best 
traditions of Gujarat’s rich heritage of town planning and principles of 
Mahatma Gandhi who had his ‘Ashram’ just south of the proposed site 
of the city on the banks of river Sabarmati. The government therefore 
persisted with its choice of Mewada to plan the new capital city.

Unlike Chandigarh, designed on barren lands with no sizable 
existing human settlement near about: Gandhinagar’s site is just 
23km north of Ahmedabad, a flourishing city. Hence, to establish and 
maintain a separate identity of the new city, an area of about 39 villages 
around was brought under a Periphery Control Act (as in Chandigarh) 
that permitted new development of farm houses only. The area later 
constituted a separate administrative district of Gandhinagar.

The city is planned on the western bank of river Sabarmati. Due to a 
constant military confrontation with Pakistan, whose borders are close 
from the city, a large military presence was required here. The land 
acquired on the eastern bank, adjacent to National Highway no.8, was 
therefore allotted to the Border Security force and military cantonment. 
Considering the mostly south-west to north-east wind direction, the land 
to the north of the city was allotted for the then biggest thermal power 
station and the adjacent areas were zoned for industrial use. This area 
was distanced from the township by a 2000ft wide green strip of thick 
vegetation. Being planned as the administrative capital of the state, 
current and future population employed in state government offices 
was distributed in 30 residential sectors around the State Assembly-
Secretariat complex. About 50% of the population accommodated in 
each residential sector is/will be employed by government. Plots on 
the periphery of each sector are meant for private and supporting 
population that constitutes another 50%.

The city was planned for a population of 150,000 but can 
accommodate double that population with increase in the Floor 
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Space Ratio from 1 to 2 in the areas reserved for private development 
in all residential sectors. The river being the border on the east, and 
the industrial area to the North, the most logical future physical 
expansion of the city was envisaged towards the north-west. To retain 
the identity of the city as a new town and the capital, the planners 
provided for its growth AWAY from the city of Ahmedabad which is 
to the south. Hence as a rational extension of the grid, to the north-
west the planners had envisaged 30 additional residential sectors 
that could accommodate a population of 450,000. Thus, the growth 
potential of the city by densification and area expansion to the north-
west is for a population of 750,000. The consultants appointed by 
GUDA want the expansion of the city to take place to the south so 
that the lands between the two cities that had a great market value 
could be exploited by private developers and in the process everyone 
gets a share of the pie!

The consultants neither reviewed the original city plan in the 
context of a new capital, regional economic/industrial development or 
growth matrix of a new town, nor did they consult planners of the 
original master plan, thus eliminating the possibility of informed and 
constructive criticism.

The proposals of the consultants, driven by profit motives raise serious 
doubts about their honesty, integrity, and professional competence. 
Would they have dared to make such proposals if Gandhinagar was 
designed by Louis Kahn or Le Corbusier?

A southward expansion proposed by the Consultants will merge 
it with Ahmedabad and finally become its SUBURB destroying its 
separate identity. The consultants aim at this objective. If the city is 
to be expanded and extended, it can be done as originally envisaged. 
It will be rational, in keeping with the original concept, retain the 
urban design and the central vista and yet can absorb new design ideas 
without destroying the basic concept.

This extension to the south has completely destroyed the most 
important and the monumental concept of the central vista (Road 
no.4) that focuses on the capitol complex and was naturally to be 
extended to the north-west maintaining the axis and expanding the 
city physically in that direction. The location of a Gandhi memorial on 
this axis, originally provided, has been removed!
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The consultants while extending the city to the south have 
designated a 5 km long and ¼ km wide belt of land on both sides, 
of the Koba-Gandhinagar expressway (an area of 2.50 sq km) for 
commercial uses with an FSI of 2.00. This, despite over 50% of the 
designated commercial area in the city still remaining unsold! Over 
6000 acres of green cover to the south west of the city has been 
designated for residential use in an attempt to join with the city 
of Ahmedabad. All this land, when developed can accommodate a 
population of over 600,000. With the connivance of the consultants, 
the vested interests have bought these lands in advance of the 
proposals. It will be revealing to know who bought these lands! The 
consultants thus seek to destroy the identity of the new capital city 
and make it a suburb of Ahmedabad.

The ‘Gamthan’ (built-up land in a village) areas of 7 villages just 
abutting the city limits of Gandhinagar are increased arbitrarily (much 
beyond their natural growth requirements) to allow private residential 
development (who have bought these lands?). These enhanced Gamthan 
areas together may accommodate a population of over 150,000 thus 
totaling 750,000. Ironically the original plan of Gandhinagar did 
provide for similar expansion of population and the city area yet 
retaining its identity, concept and urban design.

The Consultants, thus dealing a death blow to the organic growth 
of Gandhinagar, have helped private developers to get cheap lands 
to develop commercial & residential apartments with access to free 
physical infrastructure (roads, water supply etc,) health, education and 
cultural facilities provided in Gandhinagar by the State Government.

Not content with this abuse of the basic concept, the consultants 
have dismantled some important urban design features of the plan. A 
major area for cultural facilities, in the city square in sector 17 (city 
centre) is proposed to be converted to commercial use killing Gujarat’s 
traditional concept of a ‘city square’ and destroying a major element of 
‘urban design’ of the new capital city.

An area along J road (along the river Sabarmati) across sector 9 
covered by ravines, was proposed for conservation as an adventure 
park. It is now designated by the consultants for residential, taking 
away a unique recreational facility.

The open spaces at the junctions of all main roads of the city, 
left open in the original plan to improve road geometrics in future, 
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ornamental landscaping, road signage, guide maps etc. are proposed to 
be filled up with roadside petty shops & hutments for the immigrants 
giving the city a slum like look. So, the ‘original’ city may look like a 
slum and the ‘NEW’ a jewel!

A plea to the Chief Minister of Gujarat on his website has not 
elicited any response so far.
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2 MUMBAI

Mumbai Vision Plan (Comments sent by letter to MMRDA)

Mumbai’s vision plan projects a slum-less city in 2052, almost half 
a century hence and can best be only ‘crystal gazing’. the politicians 
& the developers have been eyeing the saltpan lands for development 
that are the ‘holding ponds’ for the runoff from the built areas of 
the city. The argument to reclaim lands at Nariman point and shift 
the city centre back there is contrary to the plans so far followed 
by MMRDA. The construction of the Nhava Sheva bridge to the 
main land. is supposed to “open up” the under developed areas 
of Raigadh. The real purpose may be to give quick access to the 
select elite and multimillionaires of Mumbai to their work places in 
Nariman point area from their palatial mansions. Many organizations 
engage consultants for such visions and are promoted by industrial 
houses with ex- bureaucrats as heads basically to create credible 
communication lines to the corridors of power and not necessarily 
for the pious motives proclaimed! That is why the earlier ‘vision’ by 
McKinsey was dumped having served its purpose. 

The latest among Mumbai’s vision plans is one by a Singapore 
consultant Subana. Their plan, projects a slum-less city in 2052. 
Considering the galloping pace of techno-economic development and 
globalization, a vision plan for half a century hence (2052) and that too 
for a large metropolis can best be only ‘crystal gazing’. The arithmetic 
of population, jobs and traffic projections may be right today but could 
go devastatingly wrong over the years in a fast changing national and 
world scenario. Provision will have to be made in the plan for options, 
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alternatives, or course correction/change to achieve final goals, should 
the circumstances so demand, which they certainly will. Such a long 
term plan can therefore become an exercise as futile as an astrological 
prophecy, fraught with great and grave pitfalls. It can best be termed 
as “an escape from intellectual helplessness as the area of the MMR is 
safely larger than the one (Mumbai municipal area) to whose problems 
we have failed to find a solution!” 

Reclamation and densification plan in ‘Subana’ vision:
For the last few years, the politicians & the developers have been eyeing 

the saltpan lands for development. We need to recoznize the fact that these 
are not mere salt pans. These land are the ‘holding ponds’ for the runoff 
from the built areas of the city. Once these are built up the rain water run 
off from the city will may be effectively blocked and during high tide the 
city can get inundated as it happened in 2005. Salt pan lands must not be 
used for development untill this issue is resolved by experts.

As for densification, the argument to reclaim lands at Nariman 
point and shift the city centre back there is contrary to the plans so 
far followed by MMRDA and the heavy investments already made 
in BKC. The argument to shift back to Nariman Point presupposes 
the construction of the Nhava Sheva bridge across to the main land. 
It has been claimed by the politicians and artfully supported by the 
MMRDA and the planning community that the bridge will “open up” 
the under developed areas of Raigadh and the mainland by providing 
easy access to Mumbai. For the politicians this is a bait to the people 
of the mainland. The Trans-Harbour link will in fact be the Death 
knell of development on mainland. In reality it will help a gigantic 
migration wave to Mumbai from the mainland that will create new 
slums all over the city helping the politicians to build “vote Banks” 
and support their argument of not shifting government offices to Navi 
Mumbai. The real purpose that this link may serve is to give quick 
access for the select few.

SMART CITIES: A DELUSION OF MISPLACED PRIORITIES� 
(Letter to the ministry of Urban Development, Govt� of India)

The Union government budget of 2014 has earmarked Rs.7,060 crores 
(over 100m. US$) to set-up 100 new “smart cities”. The cities proposed 
to be made ‘smart’ include Kochi in Kerala, Ahmedabad in Gujarat, 
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Aurangabad in Maharashtra, Manesar in Delhi NCR, Khushkera 
in Rajasthan, Krishnapatnam in Andhra Pradesh, Ponneri in Tamil 
Nadu and Tumkur in Karnataka. But more names are being added 
as planners and politicians alike jump on the bandwagon of smart 
cities! Many of these cities will include special investment regions or 
special economic zones with modified regulations and tax structure to 
make them attractive for foreign investment. This is a necessary step as 
much of the funding for these projects will have to come from private 
developers and from abroad!

A ‘smart city’ is supposed to be an urban region that is highly 
advanced in terms of overall infrastructure, sustainable real estate, 
communications and market viability. But are these not prerequisites of 
rational urban growth & development? A smart city is supposed to be 
a city where information technology is the principal infrastructure and 
the basis for accessing (as opposed to providing) essential services to 
residents. There are many technological platforms involved, including 
automated sensor networks and data centres. This underlines my 
contention that Smart cities are for the Elite only!

A smart city’s core infrastructure is information technology, where 
a network of sensors, cameras, wireless devices, and data centres forms 
the key infrastructure providing essential services. How many of the 
cities of the developing world with over 60% of the population living 
below the poverty line can benefit this population segment from the 
advanced infrastructure? Being environmentally friendly, smart cities 
use sustainable materials for building facilities and reduce energy 
consumption, as should any urban centre as a human settlement.

Wave Infratech, a real estate developer, is already making a smart 
city in Ghaziabad (Uttar Pradesh) and has engaged IBM for the project. 
Named Wave City, it is to have “a central command centre” which 
will integrate and interconnect information from various systems and 
services within the township to improve safety, prevent and anticipate 
problems and improve the quality of life of residents. For example a 
resident’s smart device (can a majority of citizens in poverty access these 
without a smart device?) will be alerted to current traffic conditions or 
residents can check parking availability or changes to traffic conditions 
due to large sporting events or in the event of a natural disaster like 
flooding. Does it not mean that it will be a city only for the “Elite”, 
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(very similar to an IT institution campus) and the poor will be banished 
from residing there?

As an experienced urban planner the question that nags me is, in 
the context of cities like Mumbai, how will installing a digital server 
help create civic infrastructure needed to house the poor? How will this 
improve quality of housing and its affordability in the city? How will 
the cities get enough electricity to power all this digital gadgetry when 
we cannot even currently supply 24x7 electric power to light homes? 
How will it help overcome lack/deficiency of sewage and water supply 
system? One needs physical infrastructure in place first to digitally 
manage it. Where are the funds for these? In the absence or paucity of 
basic amenities, the “smart city is a delusion of misplaced priorities and 
serves as a convenient public relations escape from the failure to provide 
basic amenities to the urban population in the developing world!

A city like Mumbai for example can be made “livable” for its entire 
population though not “smart” just for its elite by simple, inexpensive 
and innovative solutions for most of its issues like shelter, transportation, 
open spaces, community facilities and physical infrastructure as detailed 
in my book, “Urban Growth Strategies: Mumbai lessons”(2013).

There are lessons to be drawn from green-field cities like the GIFT city 
near Ahmedabad and from private initiatives like Lavasa near Pune in 
Maharashtra. We need to address some important questions, particularly 
in the Indian context, that in trying to make our cities smart,

How is resource availability to be ensured? Will it essentially be 
private-public partnership? If so, sufficient clarity on its components 
would be essential, considering the fact that urban PPPs have really not 
taken off in India.

What will be the role of state governments? How is the process to 
be led and coordinated at the local government level? Since in India 
we do not have empowered mayors, and local bodies have a limited 
mandate, how is the process to be taken forward given that it will cut 
across sectors within and beyond the jurisdiction of the urban body. 
How can we create technical capacity at the local body level to drive 
the entire process? What systems will ensure that access is easy even for 
economically weaker sections, and equal participation is facilitated for 
them so that planning for the so called smart city is inclusive and not 
only for the elite?
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How can all citizens monitor the pollution concentration in each 
street of the city or get automatic alarms when the pollution level rises 
a certain level will it enable the authorities to optimize the maintenance 
of parks or the lighting of the city? Can water leaks be easily detected 
or noise maps obtained? Can garbage bins send an alarm when they 
are close to being full?

Quite a few of such issues can be addressed without a city being 
‘Smart”.

Vehicle traffic can be monitored in order to modify the city lights 
in a dynamic way. (I have seen this in execution in the city of Miami, 
Florida, USA without it being called a “Smart City”.) Urban flooding 
can be mitigated by using distributed rainwater harvesting infrastructure 
to reduce peak flows and maximize wet weather capture. This enables 
wastewater treatment facilities to treat storm water runoff. Our cities 
can be “Smart” if as urban planners, Politicians, Administrators and 
decision makers ensure good urban planning that an urban planner is 
expected to practice!

The term “Smart City’ should therefore represent a culmination of 
deliberately planned urbanization. If we can just get clean, motivated 
administration for our urban areas and garner adequate resources to 
plough back in the infrastructure of our existing cities those cities will 
eventually become smart! Rational urban planning, adequate physical 
& social infrastructure and financing with stringent implementation 
and management is all that is necessary! The term ‘smart city’ can then 
legitimately be applied without it appearing to be a ludicrous or callous 
misnomer.

22nd December 2015

Managing Mumbai: (Letter to Urban Development department� 
Government of Maharashtra)

The Bombay Municipal Corporation (BMC) was created in 1865. 
In 1871 concerned citizens, led by Sir Pherozeshah Mehta, drafted 
a Municipal Act, which was passed in 1872. The Act provided for a 
Municipal Corporation and a Town Council. Half the members of the 
BMC and three quarters of the members of the Council were to be 
elected by the people. The rest were to be government appointees.
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Currently, Mumbai is administered by the Municipal Corporation 
of Greater Mumbai (MCGM) which is the largest of all local municipal 
corporations in South Asia. Its titular head is the Mayor who has few 
executive powers. The voting for the municipal corporation and the 
post of mayor takes place every five years. The real executive power 
of the corporation is vested in the Municipal Commissioner, an Indian 
Administrative Service (IAS) officer appointed by the state government. 
The duties of the Corporation are set out in the Bombay Municipal 
Act, first passed in 1872, and amended on various later occasions. It is 
applicable to the municipal area of MCGM

Mumbai is the premier economic center in India and is the 
headquarters for most of the major industrial houses, financial 
corporations and corporate giants. It houses major financial 
establishments like the Mumbai Stock Exchange and the Reserve Bank 
of India (RBI). Mumbai is the financial and commercial capital of India 
generating more than 6% of the country’s GDP. It is an industrial centre 
that contributes about 10% of factory employment, 25% of industrial 
output and 33% of income tax. In addition, more than 20% of India’s 
foreign trade takes place in Mumbai. The city has a per capita annual 
income of US $ 2,840 which is 3 times the national average. The city is 
also home to 5 of the Fortune 500 companies.

If the basic purpose of any reform is to make the city governence 
cost effiective, customer friendly, transparant, a financially viable and 
one window operation, no amout of tinkering with its present structure 
can remedy this basic malice

We need to move away from the current scenario of City Governance 
through the Maharashtra Municipal Corporations Act towards City 
Management through a democratic but user participatory system. To 
put into place a user friendly management system the planning ethos 
and system for the city will have to undergo a sea change by evolving 
a development strategy amenable to privatized management of the city.

Cities in the west have dabbled for years with privatization, but 
few have taken the idea as far as Sandy Springs, a suburb of 94000 in 
Atlanta, Georgia U.S.A. Since the day it incorporated, in 2005, it has 
handed off to private enterprise just about every service that can be 
evaluated through metrics and inked into a contract. It is a town built 
almost entirely on a series of public-private partnerships.
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Sandy Springs does not have a fleet of vehicles for road repair, or a 
yard where the fleet is parked. It does not have long-term debt. It has no 
pension obligations. It does not have a city hall, it rents! The town does 
have a conventional police force and fire department, in part because the 
insurance premiums for a private company providing those services were 
deemed prohibitively high. But its dispatch center is operated by a private 
company. The entire operation is housed in a generic, one-story industrial 
park, along with a restaurant and a gym. And though the place has a large 
staff, only seven including the city manager are on public payroll. The 
people here work for private companies through a variety of contracts.

Does the Sandy Springs approach work? It does for Sandy Springs, 
says the city manager, who points not only to the town’s healthy balance 
sheet but also to high marks from residents on surveys about quality 
of life and quality of government services. But that doesn’t mean “the 
model” can be easily exported

Some examples of such privatized management of a city’s 
infrastructure exists in India; in Kolkata & the steel city of Jamshedpur 
in Bihar.

Jamshedpur

In the steel city of Jamshedpur,(population 1,337,131) the Jamshedpur 
Utilities & Services Company (Jusco) manages the city’s water, power, 
sewage, roads, municipal services, solid waste management and 
integrated township maintenance. Jamshedpur is the only city in South 
East Asia to be selected by the United Nations to participate in its 
Global Compact Cities Pilot Programme.

In 2004, Jusco was formed by hiving off the town division of Tata 
Steel, which had been providing all municipal services to the township 
since it was set up in 1907. Today, its 1,322 employees also handle public 
health, horticulture services, planning, engineering and construction, 
and run a 24-hour helpdesk within the 14,000-acre township area.

Managing Mumbai as a private enterprise:

Assuming that a “Mumbai Management Corporation” can be created 
let us examine how it can deal with the ‘mandatory’ functions of the 
Mumbai Municipal Corporation as prescribes in the state act.
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Can we apply the model of Jamshedpur and view Mumbai as a 
conglomerate of small cities? Each ward of the city can be viewed 
as a unit for which a private company can be formed to manage its 
infrastructure. Such 24 companies of the 24 wards can be the units 
of a holding company that will decide by consensus and direct the 
objectives of the companies to a common goal of Mumbai’s overall 
development.

Water Supply:

The functions related to the capital works of source, plants & 
equipment, distribution system can be taken over by the corporation 
and the maintenance of the distribution system in each ward can be 
looked after by the subsidiary of the corporation at the ward level. 
Necessary works can be outsourced to private contractors.

Power:

This is already being looked after by private companies viz. Tata Power 
and Reliance Power companies which are responsible for source. Plant 
& equipment and distribution as well as collection of bills for the 
consumption.

Primary Education & Health Services:

Since the State government is already paying for the expenses of all 
students from below poverty line families, this service can also be out 
sourced to charitable educational institutions. Health services can be 
farmed out/outsourced to private health care providers

Roads, Sewerage and solid waste management:

The work of building new roads, flyovers, bridges and their maintenance 
can be outsourced to state owned special agencies like the Maharashtra 
road development corporation; liquid & solid waste management can 
be outsourced to private companies.

Revenue collection:

This can be fruitfully handled by private companies as in case of the 
city entry tax collection system.

Land Development: This can be done by private developers on 
contract basis
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Those with knowledge and expertise in formation and conduct of 
private enterprise need to look at such a concept in all seriousness and 
come up with viable options for management of the city of Mumbai.

June 2008

Making Mumbai an Inclusive City

In Mumbai, flyovers, serpentine long ‘skywalks’ monorails, a new 
airport; do these make the city “world class’? At least the Politicians 
& Bureaucrats like to believe so. Irrespective of these, the astronomical 
sums being spent on these projects-while 66% of Mumbai’s population 
lives in slums deprived of basic Physical & social amenities- bring in 
astronomical sums in kickbacks!

From the glamorous roof top bars of five-star hotels, condominium 
towers, and other skyscrapers of Mumbai the view is a picture of the 
city’s growing wealth. But to the average city dweller starkly apparent 
are the slums that cover Mumbai’s rest of the landscape—slums 
alongside highways, under the bridges, and on the sidewalks.

Despite tall claims by the government of making Mumbai a world 
class city the average householder and the wealthy in Mumbai face 
each other across an ever widening physical and social chasm. This 
separation is the result of the increasingly prevalent “vision” among 
the political & bureaucratic class in the city to become “world-class.” 
They seek to model Mumbai after their perception of what a world-
class city should look like (without the high level of efficiency, required 
and provided in those cities) exemplified by cities such as Singapore 
and Shanghai.

Political leaders pursue this “world-class” vision in the hope of 
attracting investment, to achieve their city’s’ integration into the global 
economy, benefitting the wealthiest and most powerful residents of a 
city without least attention to improving the quality of living standards 
among the general populace.

Housing for the rich at the cost of the poor:

Due to high levels of rural-urban migration rapid population growth 
in Mumbai has contributed to rising levels of urban poverty and in 
the growth of informal slum settlements. Although slums offer an 
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inexpensive fothold in the city for poor migrants, slum-dwellers face 
inadequate and insecure living conditions, high vulnerability to health 
and environmental risks, and social exclusion. In Mumbai, over 60% 
of all residents live in informal settlements.

Yet, for Mumbai’s protagonists the quest to become “world-class” 
has resulted in misplaced priorities and in decisions that are harmful 
to the urban poor. The municipal corporation razes slums instead 
of upgrading their living conditions, it indiscriminately changes 
development plan reservations for open spaces, parks and socio-cultural 
facilities to commercial user instead of basic infrastructure and services 
and undertaking urban “beautification,” permissions are granted for 
construction of high end apartment skyscrapers without augmenting 
supply of physical services like water supply, sewerage and drainage or 
solid waste disposal.

Envisioning an Inclusive City

Changing urban demographics are also contributing to the expansion 
of informal economies-systems of economic activity that flourish 
outside the purview of government regulation. A large percentage of 
slum dwellers are employed informally. The informal economy is not 
only a source of employment for the poor, but also a critical provider 
of goods and services to the broader urban population. Informal waste 
pickers perform the tasks of solid waste disposal and their services 
benefit urban communities and the environment as a whole.

Unfortunately, the pursuit of “world-class” status often translates into 
urban-planning and policy decisions that are hostile to informal workers. 
These decisions restrict economic opportunities for the urban poor and 
add to urban inequality. Informal workers also lack legal protection 
and political voice—a condition that increases their vulnerability to 
exploitation and harassment. The so called redevelopment of Dharavi 
slum in Mumbai is an example of this world class mania.

World Class or Inclusive City?

What is a “world-class city”? It should be an inclusive city. I believe 
that all people have a fundamental right to live with basic dignity, in 
decent conditions, and with prospects for economic mobility and social 
inclusion. Our urban vision, therefore, should foster growth in a holistic 
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manner by harnessing the strength, creativity, and innovative capacity 
of all urban citizens. The “vision’ should include following elements:

•	 Safe	and	secure	living	conditions.	An	inclusive	city	should	ensure	that	
all citizens have access to safe and adequate housing. It could mean 
building more affordable housing, or working with communities to 
upgrade existing slums. An inclusive city should also expand access 
to basic services to improve the economic capacity and health of all 
urban residents.

•	 Greater	 connectivity	 and	 integration	 within	 cities.	 An	 inclusive	
city should facilitate urban interaction particularly the needs of its 
more vulnerable residents. It must create accessible transportation 
options that connect slums on the urban periphery with economic 
opportunities in urban centers, and plan public spaces that support 
both informal economic activity and an increased sense of community.

•	 Improved	 legal	 protection	 and	 dignity	 for	 informal	 workers.	 An	
inclusive city must offer not just a safe physical environment, but 
also a legal environment that protects all of its citizens. It must 
extend legal safeguards to individuals engaged in informal economic 
activity, and it confer on informal workers a sense of dignity 
and security in their work and a wide range of opportunities for 
economic mobility.

To my mind achieving this vision in Mumbai is far more important 
than the physical “evidences” of a “Global City”. A beginning has 
been made in Pune where the municipal corporation has switched 
from using private contractors with trucks for the majority of its 
waste management to using informal unions of self-employed waste-
pickers who hand-sort the city’s garbage. That arrangement raises the 
waste-picker’s income, saves the city money, and reduces the amount 
of landfill trash. Efforts of this kind will go a long way in achieving the 
vision of an inclusive city.

To loksatta

मुंबई शहराच्ा समस्ा, प्रश्न आणि गंभीर सद्ससथिती ्ाचे विसततृत वििेच्न “मुंबई 
घुसमटत ेशहर” ्ा लेखांत आहे� “द इकॉ्नोममसत “दर िर्षी जगांतील िासतव् ्ोग् 
शहरांची पाहिी प्रमसद्ध करत�े त्ाच प्रमािे ‘मेरसे’ हह जागततक संसथिा, राजकी्, 
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सामासजक, आरथिथिक तथिा प्ाथििरि, िै्स्तक सुरक्षितता, आरोग्, मशषिि, िाहतूक 
आणि ज्नसुविधा अशा एकंदर ३९ गमाकांिर आधाररत ‘िासतव््ोग्’ शहरांची त्निड 
करत�े हह गमके ध्ा्नात घेऊ्न मुंबई शहराचा विकास कसा करता ्ेईल हे जर ्ा लेखांत 
असत ेतर तो फलद्पू होऊ शकला असता� ्ा सिथि प्रश्नांचा, उदाहरिाथिथि, झोपडपट्ी सुधार, 
ज्नसिास्थ्, प्ाथििरि संतुल्न, िाहतूक समस्ा, जलपूतषी, धित्नप्रदरू्ि रसत्ािरील 
विके्त,े कच्ाथिची समस्ा, उकल कसा करता ्ेईल ्ाचे विसततृत वििरि मी कांही िर्ाथिपूिषी 
मलहहलेल्ा माझ्ा ‘मुंबई राहण्ाजोगी’ (making Mumbai Livable) ्ा लेखांत 
हदले असू्न हा लेख माझ्ा आगामी पुसतकांत “्नागरी विकासाच्ा हदशा: मुंबईतील 
उदाहरिे” (Urban growth Strategies: Mumbai Lessons) समाविषट आहे� परंत ु
सद्ससथितीत राजकी् ्ेनत्ां्ना प्रश्न सोडविण्ापेषिा ्नि्निी्न ि अत्ंत खरचथिक असे 
प्रकलप मुंबईला जागततक ब्नविण्ाच्ा ममर्ा्ेन हाती घेण्ात अरधक रस आहे कारि 
“मुंबईत ्निी्न प्रकलप त्ांच्ा राजकारण्ांसाठी अथिथि उतपाद्नाच्ा षिमतसेाठी हाती घेतले 
जातात त्ापासू्न ज्नतलेा होिारा फा्दा केिळ आकससमक ककंिा अ्नपेक्षित असतो” 
(Projects are undertaken for their propensity to generate kickbacks for 
the politicians. Any benefit accruing to the people is incidental and 
unintended)

संपादक, लोकसत्ा,

आपले, महानगरी मरणकळा (लोकसत्ा गुरुवार ३१ ऑगस्ट) हे संपादकीय अतयं् 
परखड, भ्रमाचे भोपळे फोडणारे, महानगरांचया वयवस्ापनांचे कचचे दवेु उघड करणारे 
आणण राजकीय पकांचे पप्ळ उघड े करणारे आहे. मुंबईचे वयवस्ापन जयांचया 
हा्ी गेली काही दशके आहे तयांचे खरे सवरूप दाखवून देणारे आहे. महापौर केवळ 
नाममात्र अस्ा् खरी सत्ा प्रशासकीय अधिकाऱयांचया हा्ी अस् े आणण ् े
राजकीय पुढाऱयांचे ममिें अस्ा्; त्नईकर ककंवा जे बी डडसोझा सारखे अपवाद 
वगळ्ा. े्ंवहा, जोपयय्ं  प्रशासकीय मशकण वयवस्ा लोकामभमुख हो् नाही (डडसूझा 
यांचे पुस्क - नो ट्रमपे्टस नो बयुगलस-) ्ोपयय्ं  काय? महापौरांचया हा्ी सत्ा 
देणे ्र औषिांपेका रोग बरा असे होईल! उपाय एकाच. महानगराचे वयवस्ापन 
खासगी उपक्रमाचया ि्तीवर करणे. असा प्रोयोग जमशदेपूरला गेली ककतयेक वषषे चालू 
आहे. या प्रकारचे शहरी वयवस्ापन करणे नुस् ेशकयच नाही ्र संभावयही आहे हे 
‘मस्टी मेयस्स’ या संके्स्ळावर मुंबई संदभा्स् मलहहलेलया लेखां् पवशद केले आहे. 
पण आपलया लेखा् मह्टलयाप्रमाणे “आपलयाकड ेसंस्ातमक उभारणीचं हो् नाही. 
सवायत् संस्ा सवतनयमम् तनयामक हे आपलयाला मंजूरच नाही” अस् े्र खासगी 
वयवस्ापना् प्रग्ी करी् असलेलया “लवासा” नगरीचे वयवस्ापन शासनाने पुणे 
महापामलकेकड ेसोपवले नस्!े

संपादक
लोकसत्ा,
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आपलया ३ अक्टोबरचया (मुंबई) “साव्सजतनक वाह्ूक वयवस्े्....” हा लेख खूपच 
हासयासपद आहे. तया्ील एकही प्रशनाचे उत्र तयां् हदलेले नाही! केवळ शबदजंजाळ 
पसरून मूळ मुद्याला बगल देणयाचे कौशलय राजकारणयांनाही लाजवेल! मुंबई्ील 
कांही गोष्टींची फक् आकडवेारी जमपवणाऱया संस्ेचया पदािीकाऱयाकडून यापेका 
अधिक काय अपेका करू शकणार? ्ी आकडवेारीही तनबु्सद्धपणे हदली आहे मुंबई्ील 
बसची संखया आणण चेननई व हदलली्ील संखया यांची ्ुलना ्र अ्क्स तनया आहे! 
चेननई व हदललीचा पवस्ार हा “गोलाकार” आहे ्र मुंबई शहर हह एक अरंुद पट्ी 
आहे आहे हह सािी भौगोमलक पररसस््ीही जयांना समज् नाही तयांना मुंबईचया 
वाह्ूक वयवस्ापनापवषयी कांही पवचारणे महणजे “भोलाना् भोलाना्” ला प्रशन 
पवचारणयासारखे आहे !

प्रकाश मिुसूदन आप्ेट

Saltpan lands for development:

This refers to your report ‘Don’t touch the saltpans….…’ (HT 27th 
April 2016). Will the government, honestly and transparently open this 
land for development ostensibly to provide housing to the homeless 
and slum dwellers in the city to make Mumbai totally free of slums? Of 
the estimated Mumbai population of 1.2 crores, about 65% (say 15.6 
lac. families) are homeless or slum dwellers. To build this number of 
apartments with a carpet area of 220 sq. ft. each at cost of about about 
Rs. 2.75 lacs per apartment the total cost would be about Rs. 429 
crores. Adding about 25% profit margin to this cost, total investment 
by the builders would be about Rs. 536 crores. To recover this cost if 
builders are permitted to construct 80 sq. mt. apartments for free sale in 
the market, assuming the price of such apartments at about Rs. 40,000 
per sq. mts. they will have to build about 1610 apartments or about 
1,30,000 sq.mts area. Adding the area of 15.6 lacs apartments for the 
homeless and slum dwellers (@ about 30 sq. mts. per dwelling=4.68 
crore sq.mts) the total area required to be built will be about  
4.70 crore sq. mts.

Of the 5500 acres of saltpan lands available about 300 acres may 
have to be left open along the waterline to avoid flooding during heavy 
rainfall at high tide time. Of the remaining 3000 acres land, accounting 
for community open spaces, facilities, roads etc. the land available for 
construction will be about 30% i.e. 900 acres or 36 lac sq. mts. It 
means that to build 4.7 crores of floor space in this land the FSI will 
have to be at least 13! Moreover according to the figures given on 
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the website of MMRDA (mmrda.maharashtra.gov.in/development-of-
salt-pan-lands#) developable land available is only 614.4 acres and not 
5500 acres as mentioned in your report. If that is true, land available 
for residential construction (leaving out open spaces and roads etc) will 
be only about 200 acres!

Mahalaxmi Racecourse

This has reference to news about proposals about the conversion of the 
Mahalaxmi Racecourse into a public park. About 20 years back, in an 
article I had suggested this idea but without disturbing the racecourse. I 
suggested that the area contained within the horse racing course which 
is not generally used could be converted into a park. The access to this 
park could be by way of a very wide underground subway from the sea 
face road below the horseracing track so that there would not be any 
disturbance to the track or the activities of the race course. Though the 
situation has now changed due to imminent expiry of the lease for the 
race course land, can we not consider this suggestion which could help 
to retain the race course and yet a large area of it available to general 
public?

Transit Oriented Development (TOD): A newspaper report 
Sept 2013

As far back as in 1997, I submitted a research paper at an invited 
workshop held by the Ministry of Urban development, Government 
of India at New Delhi outlining “Alternatives to Master Plan”. The 
concept of TOD (Transit Oriented Development) was for the first time 
initiated by me in that paper. My experience in the review of Mumbai’s 
Master Plan in 1988 as a government appointed committee (D’Souza 
Committee) was reflected in the concept. Development of suburban rail 
station areas was suggested in the review and TOD ready areas were 
later identified and incorporated in a plan submitted to the World Bank 
for country credit. The Committee, at my initiative also recommended 
mixed landuse, for the first time departing from the rigid “zoning” 
ideas of the Mumbai Development Plan. Benchmarks were set up in my 
subsequent treatise on “Transportation Strategies for Mumbai” which 
called for two wheeler parking at suburban rail stations and reservation 
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of lanes for this traffic in the East-West direction in the development 
plan of Mumbai. One of the basic principles incorporated in my 
concept of ‘Alternatives Approaches to Master Plan’ was reservation of 
‘reception areas’ for immigrants to the cities along the major arteries 
of transport introducing the concept of affordability along the TOD. 
All these ideas are set down in my books titled “Urban Planning & 
Development: An Indian Perspective” and “Urban Growth Strategies: 
Mumbai Lessons”

Potholes in Mumbai Roads

‘CM wants road engineers to be trained abroad’ (HT 10th August) is an 
excellent example of ‘turning a threat into an opportunity’! To fill up 
the “pot holes” in the roads (and the pockets of politicians, bureaucrats 
& technocrats) the government can also think about importing ‘special’ 
equipment and machinery, appointing ‘foreign’ Consultants (foreign 
in name only, employing mostly retired Indian officials) at which 
MMRDA excels, sending a delegation of top politicians to various 
countries and take up any such undertaking that will “enrich” the 
rulers! Forget about the N.V. Meerani committee that had suggested 5 
years back, simple ways of repairing & maintaining the roads. But then 
such ‘low cost’ repairs can not rake in millions in kickbacks! Projects in 
Mumbai are undertaken for their propensity to generate kickbacks for 
the Politicians, Bureaucrats & Technocrats and any benefit accruing to 
the people is incidental and unintended!

(To the Prime Minister) 
Basic Amenities

Your recent statement about the need to make hard decisions in the 
short term for the prospective long term benefits for the people of India 
prompts me to write this letter.

For India to be considered a developed country, it must atleast 
meet the basic minimum needs of a majority of its population. 59.76 
crore (49.8% households) of India’s population is presently deprived 
of access to the most basic amenity, toilets; (Census 2011) the lack of 
which leads to debasement of human dignity; particularly of women; 
and results in social problems like molestation and rape (Hindustan 
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Times 14-6-2014). You will agree that this deserves priority in fiscal 
investment over projects like the Metro rail in Mumbai.

The first phase of the metro in Mumbai, has cost Rs.4,321 crore (out 
of which 2,650 crore is being spent by the government, the people’s 
money)! And if the cost of all 3 phases of the Mumbai metro project 
stretching over 146.5 km. is considered, the government’s investment 
of over Rs.33,727 crore can help build public toilets for over 21 crore 
people (over 1/3rd of the deprived population)! This calculation is 
based on: 1 toilet for 10 people (Sulabh International Model no.10, 
http://www.sulabhinternational.org/content/different-designs-sulabh-
shauchalayas-and-costs). I therefore implore you to take a hard stand 
to scrap such grandiose schemes that mainly serve to project a glorified 
image of a city at the cost of basic amenities for a majority of India’s 
population.

Rather than constructing Metro rail projects, there are several other 
no cost/cheaper solutions to reduce the congestion on roads in cities 
and the attendant decline in the quality of life for the common man. 
For example, if the roads are cleared of encroachment and hawkers 
(providing for their rehabilitation on the same roads) and double decker 
suburban trains are provided; the road/rail carrying capacity could be 
increased 50 to 100%. This is a no/low cost solution. Alternatively, as 
in Ahmedabad, a bus rapid transit system (BRTS) can be implemented 
at 1/100th of the total metro cost per km. (see pages 105, 164 & 185 of 
my book ‘Urban Growth Strategies: Mumbai Lessons’)

By taking such hard decisions, ‘kyon nahin aayenge acche din!’
I venture to propose these solutions with all humility, as an urban 

development expert with 53 year’s experience of working in 6 major 
states of India, as Ex- Chief of Projects of HUDCO, as a consultant 
with the World Bank and as the Planner of Gandhinagar, the capital 
of Gujarat.

June 2015

Editor, Times of India,

A news item in your daily last week mentioned that the slum dwellers 
were unwilling to pay Rs. 54 per person for a monthly pass for use 
of toilets built by the MCGB. Whether the tariff is unaffordable to 
them and can be reduced is a different matter. But in view of the 
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vigorous campaign by a super star to use these toilets, I suggest that 
medical treatment for sanitation related ailments to the slum dwellers 
in municipal hospitals should be denied if they can’t show the monthly 
pass. Similarly road accident victims who do not use the pedestrian 
crossings (when & if provided by MCGB) should not be eligible for 
medical treatment in municipal hospitals. Jaywalkers glued to their 
mobile phones if maimed or killed in road/ rail accidents (crossing the 
rail lines) should not be eligible for medical treatment in government 
hospitals and certainly must not be given any financial compensation. 
Unless such measures are taken the investment by the state in providing 
facilities will never bear any fruit.

Mumbai Coastal Expressway: (Newspaper report)

The expert committee report of the state government justifies the 
construction of the coastal expressway at a cost of Rs. 8000-9000 
crores (estimated in 2011) on the grounds that, and I quote,

“The coastal freeway system constructed in a cost effective manner, 
is therefore, in eminent public interest being not merely a road 
infrastructure project but one that ameliorates health hazards posed 
by the extreme traffic congestion. Indeed, as brought out in Section 
1.3, health concerns alone would justify taking up this project in larger 
public interest.”

According to available statistics the total number of motorized 
vehicles plying in the city of Mumbai was about 23.3 lacs in 2014 
(http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/mumbai/Vehicles-in-Mumbai-
increase-by-more-than-half-in-seven-years/articleshow/33570794.cms).

The coastal highway which is proposed to have 8 lane traffic can be 
practically expected to carry (http://www.clrp.cornell.edu/tip_sheets/
pdf/history/4-capacity.pdf) about 5600 motor vehicles per hour. This 
means, therefore, that in an 18 hour day, it may carry a maximum of 
1,00,800 vehicles per day reducing the number of motorized vehicles 
plying on the roads in Mumbai by less than 4.3%.

Obviously, a reduction of 4.3% in the number of vehicles plying 
the roads of Mumbai will not result in improved health or safety for 
the citizens of the city. A better approach would be to improve the 
existing infrastructure (roads, footpaths, etc.) with the money allocated 
for the coastal freeway. Details of how this may be done in a practical, 
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optimal and low cost manner can be found in this book “Urban Growth 
Strategies: Mumbai Lessons” (available on flipcart).

Bus Rapid Transit System: (Newspaper report)

December 25, 2009

Specific BRT projects in various cities over the world may have had 
a varying degree of success. But BRT as a system involves a very low 
capital expenditure compared to monorail/Metro rail or overhead light 
rail, low construction and gestation period and simpler operation and is 
better suited to cities in developing countries. Despite this fact and the 
success of the system in some developing countries there is a reluctance 
and aversion to it in a country like India mainly for two reasons. 

Firstly, it is not viewed by the Politicians, Bureaucrats and the 
“Experts” as a “Technologically advanced solution with an “Aura” and 
“Glamour” not making it newsworthy in the eyes of the information 
media whose attention they crave and survive upon. Secondly and 
more important is the fact that these systems involve not even 1/100th 
of capital expenditure that is required for “technologically” advanced 
solution like Monorail, Overhead light rail Metro rail etc. depriving 
them of the leverage, and astronomical kickbacks that they get from 
capital intensive projects! In highly corrupt countries like India, 
Projects are undertaken for their propensity to generate kickbacks for 
the Politicians, Bureaucrats and the “Experts” and any benefit accruing 
to the general populace is incidental and unintended!

Comments on Sea Link report: HT 13 June 2011

For the last 10 years I have cried hoarse and proved with facts and 
figures that, 

A bus Rapid Transit System is 100 times cheaper than the elevated 
rail project 90% of the ‘sky walks’ are totally redundant and pedestrian 
zebra crossings with proper control would be 110 times cheaper than 
the skywalis

Concretization of roads is totally unnecessary and asphalt roads are 
80% cheaper

Use of Paver blocks is benefiting only the manufacturers who are 
probably kith and kin of politicians & bureaucrats. 
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The sealink as well as the trans harbor link are not required and an 
efficient water transport system would be 600 times cheaper than these 
bridges

Double decker suburban rails will be 100 times cheaper than the 
Metro 

Yet the government merrily and deliberately goes on with these 
projects because 

PROJECTS IN MUMBAI ARE UNDERTAKEN FOR THEIR 
PROPENSITY TO GENERATE KICKBACKS FOR THE 
POLITICIANS, BUREAUCRATS AND THE TECHNOCRATS (PBT) 
AND ANY BENEFIT ACCRUING TO THE PUBLIC IS INCIDENTAL 
AND UNINTENDED. More the cost of a project more the earnings 
for the PBT

Elevated Rail Corridor in Mumbai

This has reference to “Elevated Rail Corridor Plan…” (TOI 26th 
March).

The “unprecedented alacrity” shown by all concerned officials is 
quite understandable. The cost of such an elevated churchgate-Virar 
corridor (excluding the rolling stock) may be in excess of Rs. 6500 
crores! The ministry of Railways proposes to appoint consultants to 
prepare a feasibility report for the elevated rail corridor. Is it possible 
to include in the Consultant’s scope of work, suggesting options to 
the elevated corridor? For example, as I have been advocating for the 
last 20 years, it is possible to run double Decker trains on the existing 
tracks by constructing just an elevated platform over the existing ones 
to facilitate passengers to board and detrain at the upper level. This 
will (unfortunately) save the major cost of civil works for the elevated 
track and laying of another set of tracks and may mean a reduction in 
the cost of the project by at least 75% i.e. from around Rs. 6500 crores 
to only Rs.1625 crores. The officials would no doubt consider such a 
suggestion “Blasphemy”!

Because, lesser the cost, lesser the kick backs for the officials, and 
the politicians. So why should the Ministry ask for such cost saving 
options? After all in our country, projects are undertaken for their 
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propensity to generate kickbacks for all concerned and any benefit 
accruing to general public is incidental and unintended!

Extra FSI for Sachin Tendulkar’s house March 2008 (Newspaper 
report)

The request for extra FSI was earlier rejected by the State government 
and was withdrawn by the claimant. Obviously the demand did not fit 
into the existing rules. How have circumstances changed now? Sachin 
may be awarded Bharat Ratna, or even a higher award may be created 
to be given to him. But if extra FSI is not permissible under the rules 
why should it be granted just because he happened to be in the Indian 
cricket team that won the world cup? It will establish a bad precedent 
(not that it matters to our rulers)that favours celebrities. There could 
be a demand to pardon Salman Khan who is reported to have allegedly 
mowed down footpath sleepers! Politicians never tire of proclaiming 
that laws are same for all. Then why bend those for Sachin? And if 
that is to be done why not amend the FSI laws and allow extra FSI 
for whoever wants to construct a gymnasium in his apartment/house/
bungalow?

For A Pedestrian in Mumbai: (Newspaper report)

Mumbai needs to stop treating pedestrians as second-class citizens. 
Special efforts and arrangement are called for to improve the mobility 
and safety of those on foot. To ensure pedestrian safety and mobility, 
we must stop our auto-centric planning in preparing development 
plans of our cities and help create ‘walkable’ streets. Mumbai is a 
prime example of how the pedestrian is at the mercy of the motor 
vehicle. He is forced to squeeze into narrow footpaths or whatever is 
left of it, all too often forced to walk on o the streets to battle it out 
with oncoming cars and buses. Ensuring adequate pedestrian space, 
and increase pedestrian safety is a dire need in Mumbai.

Hence, instead of the discredited ‘clean up marshals’ why not 
create “Traffic Marshals” (TM)? The TMs should undergo a training 
course and candidates could be selected from those having some law 
enforcement background like retired policemen etc. The TMs, along 
with training in traffic management, must be trained in dealing with 
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the public—an arduous task in a city whose population is forced to 
walk on the streets braving the teeming and unruly motorized traffic. 
But the TMs should not be authorized to either fine or issue offence 
tickets and may only have the badge of visual authority like a reflective 
vest (with a Pedestrian Safety logo on the back), a whistle and maybe, 
a plastic lighted baton to direct traffic.

This can be a PPP (Public Private Participation) project. It can 
hire a private agency to mobilize a newly recruited team of former 
traffic policemen and train them in pedestrian traffic management to 
run this new operation. To start with, they can be deployed around 
Malls, entertainment areas, busy city squares, and Business districts. 
The benefits to the areas in which TMs may be deployed can be 
significant. Apart from reducing pedestrian accidents, the TM’s can 
improve the quality of life in the area by reducing clogging off vehicles; 
reducing vehicle emissions and horn-honking and clearing the hawkers 
occupying the footpaths.

After pouring ever more resources into building flyovers and roads to 
facilitate movement of vehicular traffic, the time has come for cities to 
focus instead on the movement and safety of pedestrians. Iconic places 
like highly popular ‘Lokhandwala’ shopping area in Andheri, can become 
safe for pedestrians with deployment of TMs. The street furniture is 
normally disliked by the shop-owners who fear “undesirables” taking 
residence upon the benches. Hopefully, with the deployment of Traffic 
Marshals pedestrian friendly street furniture can be provided leading to 
a positive, quality of life advancement feature for the neighborhoods. 
The Shop keepers know that the happier and safer the public feels, the 
more they will visit, shop and work in an area.

The Traffic Marshals may help to create a new pedestrian-friendly 
mindset in urban areas. A coloured vest, whistle and a friendly face of 
a TM may go a long way to prove that the welfare of the pedestrian is 
prevailing. People may slowly realize that they can win the battle and, gain 
equal ownership over the streets and walk with impunity, no longer the 
underdog in a city of honking horns and smoke emitting exhaust pipes.

Dedicated Bus Lanes on Roads

This refers to “CM shelves plan for bus lanes in Mumbai, terms it 
unfeasible” (HT 17th April 2013). CM has argued that BRTS was not 
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feasible in a city like Mumbai since “it required considerable road 
space.” What it in fact requires is a one traffic lane space which is 
only about 3.5 mts.wide. The overhead construction of the monorail 
has already taken away double this width of the road on vesova-
Andheri link. The space underneath it, made unusable by the overhead 
Monorail, could have served as a ‘dedicated’ road lane. It takes away 
a minimum width of 3.5 mt. from the centre of the road over which it 
is constructed. This space below the rail, because of the widely spaced 
heavy pillars and for technical reasons cannot be used for road traffic. 
It will probably become a slum or hawkers’ paradise. The entire cost 
of the overhead structure could have been avoided. This dedicated 
lane could have been used for Rapid Bus Transit and like the present 
local trains, buses could have run on it every three to five minutes. 
Its carrying capacity in terms of passengers per day would have been 
double that of the monorail and yet the only additional expense would 
be for the buses. It is estimated that for an equal carrying capacity per 
day the Bus Rapid Transit System costs less than Rs.3 crore (1/100 of 
the cost of the monorail system). Total cost of a BRTS project for a 
15-km stretch may thus be only Rs. 42 crore as against Rs. 4500 crore 
for the monorail system!

Was the driving force behind the elevated design for the monorail 
intended to provide mass transport system or create a show piece to 
the world in the attempt to turn Mumbai into Shanghai or for the 
kickbacks such a huge investment would generate? It would appear 
that our traffic planners are not dedicated to cheaper options for mass 
transit, since their bureaucratic and political masters prefer undertaking 
large capital intensive investments. The elevated monorail proposal is a 
political project as it is not economically viable, technically extravagant 
and socially a disaster

Special Economic Zones: (Newspaper report)

The SEZ Act was purportedly enacted to provide an internationally 
competitive and hassle free environment for exports. Yet the units 
in the Zone are not subjected to any minimum export performance 
requirements! SEZs are deemed to be foreign territory for the purposes 
of trade operations, duties and tariffs which undermines the sovereignty 
of local governance systems and concentrates power in the hands of the 
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Development Commissioners at the State level who are the Bureaucrats 
subservient to their political masters who in turn are controlled by the 
big industrialists. The Act violates the right to livelihood of people, 
who are being forcibly displaced for implementation of projects.

The logic claimed for creating a special economic zone is to offer 
infrastructure and other facilities that cannot be provided quite so easily 
across the country as a whole, like assured electricity, good transport 
links and more flexible labour laws. It is presumed that the investment 
that may come into a special zone will be over and above what would 
have taken place in the normal course. The primary attraction of an 
SEZ is the tax benefits that are offered, The SEZ can become a tax-
dodge, the cost of providing tax exemptions (according to the statement 
of the country’s Finance Minister) is substantial, Rs.158,000 crore.!

The zones themselves are often close to metropolitan areas like 
Mumbai or Navi Mumbai and are being acquired as these are highly 
lucrative real estate development propositions. Instead, why not 
facilitate conversion of existing and new industrial areas in the country 
as a special economic zone? Possible, but that would rob the Politician-
Bureaucrats-Technocrats (PBT) combine of generating kickbacks when 
private industrialists acquire large tracts of land and oust the farmers 
who for generations have known no other occupation than farming 
and agriculture! Given the monetary compensation they would spend it 
away in frivolous expenses and liquor and ultimately flock to the cities 
in the slums giving a ‘bonus’ to the politicians of captive vote banks!

At last the cat is out of the bag! The state legislature of Maharashtra 
has approved that 40% of the land acquired for SEZ can be used for 
residential purposes (see report dated 18th July 2013 Marathi Loksatta 
Daily). This will benefit the large industrial houses (this dispensation 
does not apply to land belonging to state agencies like MIDC) which 
have acquired over 9,500 hectares in the state. I had warned and 
predicted 4 years back in my article “SEZ::Authorized official land grab” 
of this probability and resisted the idea of SEZ that is not workable 
nor beneficial in India. I had written (see my book “Urban Growth 
Strategies: Mumbai Lessons” or view my website www.angelfire.com/
indie/pmapte/) that the acquisition of land across the creek (Mumbai) 
on the mainland for SEZ was but a ruse to build palatial residences 
for the rich of Mumbai whom the state government, and the so called 
town planners will help further by pressing for the bridge across the 
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sea between uran & Shivri and locating the new Mumbai airport near 
Panvel! All these projects, ostensibly for the common man are in fact 
taken up by the government for their propensity to generate kickbacks 
for the politicians, bureaucrats and the technocrats and any benefit 
accruing to the people is incidental and unintended! 

Special Economic Zones: Authorized Land Grab? (Letter to 
Newspapers)

The SEZ ideas that worked in Communist China cannot be transplanted 
so well in Democratic India. China first set up some SEZs in the late 
1970s in Shenzen. But what has been the cost to China? Will similar 
cost not be applicable to India also?

China has to feed 22 percent of the world’s population on only 7 
percent of land. Despite this daunting problem, between 1996-2005, 
“development” caused diversion of more than 21 percent of arable 
land to non-agricultural uses, chiefly highways, industries and SEZs. 
Per capita land holding now stands at a meager 0.094 hectares. In 
just thirteen years, between 1992 and 2005, twenty million farmers 
were laid off agriculture due to land acquisition. China is now paying 
a huge cost in terms of environment destruction, soaring crime rate 
and exploitation of its working class, mainly migrants. In 2006, the 
United Nations Environment Programme designated Shenzen as a 
‘global environmental hotspot’, meaning a region that had suffered 
rapid environmental destruction.

While export-driven policy for economic growth has helped China 
touch record growth figures, the income gap is widening and rapidly 
approaching the levels of some Latin American countries. Exports play 
a significant role in boosting GDP. However in the case of India, with 
a sizeable domestic market, the choice lies with the producer to either 
export or supply to the domestic market. Household consumption in 
India at 68 percent of the GDP is much higher than that of China at 38 
percent, Europe at 58 percent and Japan at 55 percent which is a great 
strength for the domestic manufacturing industry of India.

In India with 65 percent of the population dependent on agriculture 
as a means of livelihood, industry ought to be complementary to 
agriculture. Through SEZs however, industry is being promoted at the 
cost of agriculture. Resources spent to create SEZs could build instead 
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better infrastructure for the country. The SEZs are being granted 
approvals, with no studies being carried out on social environment 
impact and damage, water scarcity, loss of forests and biodiversity and 
other common lands, and environmental pollution. The very legislative 
framework of SEZs makes it a draconian Act that promotes large scale 
privatization and monopoly of resources in the hands of a few private 
developers at huge costs to the State exchequer as well as the economy 
and environment. This is nothing but Authorized Land Grab to benefit 
private developers and get huge kickbacks for the PBT combine!

Slums

I read your article ‘Beyond the walls’ in Hindustan Times, Mumbai of 
23rd April 2012.

The issues that you have raised, particularly the difference in the 
scenario of slums/ghetto in USA and India, are, in my opinion, result of 
the existence of welfare programs for the poor in USA and its almost 
non-existence in India. The very fact that the poor in the slums in India 
are left to ‘fend for themselves’ makes them far more innovative, self 
reliant and resourceful to support themselves and their families.

The welfare measures in USA perhaps makes the ghetto resident far 
more reliant on governmental help. 

I had visited Cabrini Green around 1988 and was appalled at the 
wanton destruction of the rented apartments by the residents. That is 
the crux of the issue. In an Indian slum the resident has not only to find 
a lively hood but also construct a shelter for his family.

That is why the kind of SRA approach being followed in Dharavi 
is most detrimental to the socio-economic fabric of the slum society.

I enclose my article on Dharavi wherein I have advocated remodeling 
rather than redevelopment. You may find it interesting

Unclog Mumbai

Your feature,”Time to divide and conquer” (H.T.24/11/15) in your 
laudable campaign to unclog Mumbai, has succinctly highlighted the 
issues that need to be addressed. Solutions to these were, to a great 
extent, suggested in the SATIS (Station area traffic improvement 
scheme) that was part of the MUTP II (Mumbai Urban Transport 
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Project) financed through the World Bank that I supervised a few 
years back. Unfortunately, except for one of the longest ‘Skywalks’ 
in Mumbai constructed near Bandra station (does it serve any 
purpose?) no concrete action was taken either by the MCGB or 
MMRDA. The suggestion to extend the station to the south where 
there is ‘a big parcel of land available’ is excellent. This land, 
originally an abattoir about 50 years back, after being vacated has 
seen a number of schemes (2 of which initiated by me, first a Chief 
of HUDCO and later as MHADA consultant) that did not succeed 
for well known reason, “politics”. The issues of undisciplined 
autorikshaw parking, illegal parking, traffic regulation and control 
and need for dedicated bus lanes are staring in the eyes for any 
citizen with average intelligence to see. Yet there is very little action 
except for the construction of the sky walk that involved a huge 
expenditure. Is it because the simple solutions to resolve these issues 
do not involve large investments that will facilitate equally large 
kickbacks for the interested parties?

Unified Transport Body for Mumbai

This has reference to ‘No unified transport body, projects suffer’ 
(TOI 14 Jan.). After 60 years of legislating and creating new 
Authorities, why do we still believe in them as the Panacea for all 
ills? When will it occur to us that the fault lies with the tardy or 
non implementation of plans, policies and programs and not with 
the structure of Authorities?

Why a unified Authority for Transport only? Why not for Housing 
(SRA, MHADA, Shivashahi Punarvasan, Police housing corporation 
etc.), for Energy (REL. Tata, Best) for water resources and waste 
management (MCGM, MMRDA, Mithi river Authority)? If such single 
function super Authorities are to be created why have MMRDA?

I quote from the BMRDA Act 1974, “…object of the Authority shall 
be to secure the development of the Bombay Metropolitan Region 
according to the Regional Plan….” Having prepared the regional plan, 
of which traffic and transportation forms a very important and integral 
part, and got it sanctioned by the state government, why is MMRDA 
not able to ensure that all transportation authorities work towards 
it? Why is it getting bogged down in implementing petty projects like 
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skywalks, flyovers? Answer is simple. Planning and coordination does 
not bring glory or money! A new Authority means a Chairman., MD, 
office building, cars and one more organization at the command of 
the administrators and Politicians, large investments, appointment of 
Transport Consultants and the kickbacks!

March 2008

Mumbai Floods: (Newspaper reports)

The unprecedented flooding that have occurred in Mumbai & Chennai 
after the recent torrential rains is as much a result of the record rainfall 
as the historical negligence of urban planning and management by the 
Municipal corporations, state governments, administrators and the 
professionals concerned with city planning and development. I give 
below the main reasons for the flood and the remedial measures that can 
be taken.

Phenomenal increase in the impervious land surfacing in the city 
(roads, footpaths and lands around buildings), Inadequate garbage 
disposal from the roads, Proposals for landfill like the current one of 
reclaiming salt pan lands in Mumbai

Simple Solutions:

Sweep the city every day, & Remove the garbage immediately (instead 
of trying to do it just before monsoon)

Make it obligatory for all building premises to be paved only with 
perforated tiles to allow water percolation and harvesting, and pave all 
footpaths with perforated tiles only,

Keep the mandatory Recreation Garden(R.G.) in every development 
unpaved and in one location and provide an open dug well of minimum 
5 mt. diameter to let rain water percolate and accumulate,

Allow basements not over the full plot area but only under the 
building footprint and in any case leaving the mandatory R.G. free as 
unpaved ground,

Remove debris and obstacles to flow of storm water drains and 
widen and keep free from encroachments mouths of all main storm 
water courses joining the sea,
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Create holding ponds near the mouths of all the creeks and rivers to 
hold the runoff in a deluge till low tide,

No permissions for ANY USE in Saltpan lands and CRZ area except 
the existing use,

No reclamation of creeks, mangroves, wet lands, saltpans, ponds, 
Quarries or Pits,

Act on the recommendations of all previous committees appointed 
for this purpose,

If these simple solutions are put into practice, there is no reason to 
appoint any more committees or take up grandiose projects. We don’t 
lack talent, brains, ideas or plans but

WE JUST DON’T ACT !

Dharavi (Newspaper reports)

Dharavi, contains the attributes for environmentally and socially 
sustainable settlements for the world’s increasingly urban population. 
If Dharavi is redeveloped as an In-Situ development its contribution to 
the city’s economy will continue and grow.

“Urban slums today are a vast improvement over rural poverty 
in India. In the past 40-odd years, more enlightened and less greedy 
governments in Asian and south American countries have adopted 
rational and saner ways of rehabilitation of slums But the desire to 
plan from the top, and bulldoze the aspirations of the people who have 
built their lives in the slum, continues to win the day.”

“Dharavi offers a better model than does any western plan for ways 
to house a booming urban population in Mumbai. Dharavi is richer 
in the ways in which its inhabitants live and organize themselves as 
communities. In a few years’ time such communities will be perceived 
as best equipped to face the challenges that confront us because they 
have a built-in resilience and genuinely durable ways of living.”

The ‘unplanned’ and spontaneous development of Dharavi has 
led to the emergence of an economic model characterized by a 
decentralized production process relying mainly on temporary work 
and self-employment. The multiplicity of independent producers 
makes the production process extremely flexible and adaptable. 
Its viability is proven by the national and international market its 
products command.
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It is not a residential slum, but a unique self-contained township in 
the sense of close work-place relationship so eulogized since the days 
of Patrick Geddes, but which has never been achieved in any of the 
new towns!. Because of its community-based successes, Dharavi needs 
to be replicated (albeit with adequate physical infrastructure) and not 
demolished!.

The least that can be done in this redevelopment plan is to refurbish 
the work places of the existing industries within the residential areas 
and remodel this project by providing low-rise high-density row 
housing for existing families engaged in home based occupations. This 
way, each house will have a ground floor and an additional story, as 
well as a terrace and a courtyard which can be used for these home-
based business activities.

Any plan for Dharavi must acknowledge existing economic activities 
and their spatial organization, and not destroy it in the process of 
redevelopment.

Dharavi

Mr. Thadani very succinctly summarizes the viewpoints of Nehru & 
Gandhi as “‘Nehru wished to eradicate poverty through industrialization 
and urban commerce, whereas Gandhi idealized diverse self-governing 
communities in both the rural and urban landscapes. A robust 
community life is essential in the rural village as it is in any urban 
neighborhood, the building block of a successful city.”

I have emphasized the view point of Gandhi by commending and 
propagating the organic evolution of “Dharavi” the so called slum in 
Mumbai and I have termed it as “the village of Gandhi’s dream”. The 
contribution of Dharavi to the economics of Mumbai illustrates vividly 
the analysis by Mr. Thadani that Nehru and Gandhi’s visions for the 
future of India were not mutually exclusive but rather they each chose 
to emphasize the two parallel futures of India, the city and the agrarian 
landscape.

I do hope that the state government of Maharashtra having taken 
up the project for “redevelopment” of Dharavi will see the wisdom 
of “remodeling” it rather than “redevelop” and preserve this unique 
“model” of the fusion of Nehru-Gandhian views about development of 
Rural-Urban India.
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New Airport for Mumbai

This refers to “Build island for Navi Mumbai airport” (HT 9th Sept. 
2013). According to an international consultant’s report appointed 
by and submitted to the Mumbai International Airport Development 
Authority, the present airport at Sahar can handle the estimated traffic 
for the next 20 years by augmentation of current hardware facilities 
(terminals, runways etc.) and by software modifications that can 
reduce the time lag between landing/takeoff time thus doubling aircraft 
handling capacity. Despite this, the government is bent on constructing 
a new airport at a cost of at least Rs. 5000 crores for obvious reasons! 
Even if a new airport is required it can be constructed over the Thane 
creek with its terminal near about Thane east providing a mass rapid 
rail transit outlet for the traffic. I have devoted a chapter with detailed 
suggestions for this proposal in my book ‘Urban Growth Strategies: 
Mumbai Lessons’. My proposal will entail only 1/10th of the expenditure 
estimated for the Navi Mumbai airport and therefore will naturally not 
be acceptable to the authorities

Mumbai Metropolitan Region Transportation Plan: 2031 (Letter 
to MMRDA)

2031: Too distant a future: MMRDA’s Transportation Plan for 2031 
could become an exercise in futility! Considering the galloping pace of 
techno-economic development and globalization, preparing a physical 
plan for a quarter of a century hence (2031) and that too for a large 
region (4355 sq. kms.) can best be only ‘Crystal gazing’. The arithmetic 
of population, jobs and traffic projections may be right today but 
could go devastatingly wrong over the years in a fast changing national 
and world scenario. If at all such a long term plan is to be prepared, 
provision must be made in the plan for options, alternatives, or course 
correction/change to achieve final goals, should the circumstances so 
demand, which they certainly will. Such a long term plan can therefore 
become an exercise as futile as an astrological prophecy, fraught with 
great and grave pitfalls. It can best be termed as “an escape from 
intellectual helplessness as the area (MMR) is safely larger than the 
one (Mumbai municipal area) to whose problems we have failed to 
find a solution!”
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Rationale for the delineation of MMR:

It is not known on what considerations the area of the MMR was 
notified! The MMR was declared by a government notification sometime 
around 1967. There appear to be no studies made or criteria examined 
to define the geographical boundaries of the region. It was certainly not 
based on any established norms for defining a Metropolitan region like:

Daily commuting,

Mumbai’s sphere of influence indicated by its economic/social zone of 
control

Wholesale/retail trade area, goods movement or information flow 
studies,

Communication and transport exchanges etc.
The basic issue to be studied before making any plans, is to either 

establish the validity of the MMR in present circumstances or to 
redefine its geographical boundaries based on specific criteria and 
norms. an ab-initio reexamination of the delineation of the region is 
urgently called for and not accept it as a given geographical unit. To 
boldly reexamine the “givens” is the first and fundamental step for a 
planner before plunging into physical planning�

Redefining the MMR:

If the basic objective of Regional planning is to achieve a balanced 
growth and not allow a metropolis to retard or kill growth of other 
urban potential nodes in the region, the geographical area of the 
presently defined MMR needs to be subdivided into an immediate 
influence zone of Mumbai that may comprise of the city and its suburbs 
and the region comprising of Thane, Navi Mumbai, Pen, Alibagh and 
other smaller growth centers

If the extended suburbs, Vasai-Virar belt and Pen- Alibagh area is 
projected to increase between 2.5 to 20 times in population so that its 
total population of 22.2 m. will be over 75% of the region’s 34 m.; 
is it not logical to consider the two areas as independent entities and 
prepare a separate plan for this area as against the Mumbai Municipal 
area? Just because MMRDA historically has defined for itself a ‘Region’ 
which covered on the mainland more than double the area of Mumbai 
& extended suburbs, is it logical to attempt a unified plan for this area?
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Reasons for Imbalance of development in MMR:

Town or Regional planning is not arithmetic. It is a social science 
and any intervention to correct a perceived imbalance in one area 
can give rise to a chain effect of more imbalances that could be 
worse than the remedy. Take the example of the Trans-Harbour link. 
No one has yet specified exactly what traffic or transport problems 
it is supposed to solve (unless it is to help the ‘SEZ’ Lords and the 
Billionaires of Mumbai to commute to their offices from their 
likely palatial homes on the mainland). But a mass transport link 
from a relatively underdeveloped main land region to the heart of 
Mumbai by road and rail can have a devastating effect on the flow 
of migration into Mumbai and the beleaguered Island city! (perhaps 
the idea is to ADD to the island city problems so that more capital 
intensive projects like flyovers, Metros, sky buses can be taken up with 
opportunities for larger kickbacks for all concerned). How suburbs (as  
envisioned by MMRDA) will grow if the Trans-Harbour link facilitates 
further concentration at the southern tip of the island city?

Trans-Harbour link: Death knell of development on mainland

It can be rationally argued that the Trans-Harbour link will retard 
self sustaining economic and urban growth on the mainland as it will 
lead to,

*flood of population migration from the mainland to Mumbai in 
search of employment, market and services
*resulting in covert conversion of island city residential areas into 
work places
*consequentially decelerating or even retarding growth of BKC and 
other district centers
*further influx of traffic to the down town (Fort & Colaba) jamming 
the north south transport corridors and nullifying the amelioration 
measures proposed
* giving rise to slums in the island city and increase in crime and density
*retarding self sustaining growth and development of Pen, Alibagh, 
Navi Mumbai and other towns on the main land
*thus finally defeating the very purpose of regional planning which is 
to achieve a balance between the ‘Magnet’(Mumbai) and the hinterland
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Form separate MMR and NMMR (Navi Mumbai Metropolitan 
Region)

In terms of a transportation plan therefore, Mumbai with its suburbs 
needs to be divested from the rest of the region and both planned 
independently as self sustaining urban regions and the Trans-Harbour 
link scrapped if the mainland area is to develop as a self sustaining 
entity and not become a dormitory for the island city. The New 
Mumbai ‘SEZ’ can genuinely be a ‘SEZ’ (not a camouflage for real 
estate development) if it is developed with a bias for manufacture of 
goods and services based on rural or agricultural produce. This will 
help retard urbanization and retain the rural character and economic 
base of the Pen-Alibagh area in Raigad district. This correct (though 
bitter to the politicians) medicine should be administered instead 
of preparing grandiose plans and astronomical financial outlays 
nowhere attempted in the world so far. Let this aggrandizement 
opportunity not get the better of the planner’s professional expertise 
and integrity.

Transportation of the Future:

There seems to be little thought to the most important mode of transport 
of future. Air travel. In the next 25 years we could need fast air transfers 
from the domestic/international airports to various residential/work 
areas. There could be air taxis, even space mobiles and vertical take 
off aircrafts. Does the plan provide for it? Instead, by locating more 
and more airports away from the Metropolis it will give rise to greater 
intra-city traffic by road and rail (no thought having been given to 
air taxis) further aggravating traffic problems. A bold proposal to 
locate an airport over the Thane creek so that it connects conveniently 
the island city, extended suburbs and the mainland centers by road 
as well as existing rail network connecting the whole of the country 
through Thane, does not appear to have entered the imagination of 
the “far seeing” MMRDA. At the other end of the spectrum is the 
most affordable, environment friendly mode of personal transport- the 
bicycle or the “Segway” type personal transporter, getting so popular in 
USA. that is totally ignored.
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MMRDA Plan: A Quixotic Blind Man’s Buff? (MMRDA report)

In essence, instead of a bold, original, innovative and down to earth and 
“out of Box” approach the MMRDA plan merely makes arithmetical 
projections for the distant future without really being “Futuristic”, and 
hence is neither perceptive nor realistic.

Transportation in MMR: Suggestions for an Out Of Box Approach:
If there is to be a rethink on the delineation of the region itself and 

some original ‘out of the box’ approach, innovative low cost solutions 
could be thought of, like;

 1. planning the transportation network for Mumbai and the 
hinterland independent of each other, providing only for interface 
if and when necessary

 2. scrapping the Trans-Harbour link which will create far more 
problems than solve

 3. a new airport over Thane creek at the nodal point linking the 
hinterland, the state and the country through fast rail transport 
and new terminals for air taxis in all wards

 4. all weather ferry service along the east and west coasts with 
terminal & parking facilities

 5. high capacity rakes or double Decker suburban trains (instead of 
Metros which cost 12 times more per km. than surface rail),

 6. reintroduction of Tramways, and providing dedicated bus lanes
 7. removing private vehicles (that carry only 8% of traffic) by 

introducing car-free days in a week and/or area licensing,
 8. more effective utilization of existing road widths by removing 

encroachments, to adequately cope with future traffic volumes and 
increase speed of flow

 9. creating elevated vehicle parking in suburban station areas to 
facilitate ‘park and ride’

10. special lanes for bicycles & “Segway” type (motorized) personal 
transporters

11. increasing pedestrianization of work and commercial areas

This is not Utopia. Some of the suggestions above (6,7&11)have been 
implemented in Bogota, Columbia, (by the ex-mayor Penelosa) Sao 
Paulo, Brazil and other South American countries.
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3 INDIA & INDIANS

67 Years of India’s Independence

We have just passed 15th August 2014 a milestone in India’s history. We 
always remember Nehru’s tryst with destiny speech..... “At the stroke of 
midnight when the world sleeps, India will awake to life and freedom, 
when the soul of a nation long suppressed, will find utterance”.

Nehru was a Dreamer, a great Orator and an Idealist. But his 
stewardship of the nation is responsible for most of our woes. He let 
the Muslims stay in India as equal citizens despite the subcontinent 
having been divided on religious grounds. We and the world now 
knows the result. He dreamt of a great Industrial revolution without 
paying adequate attention to agriculture despite even today 70% 
of population living in rural areas. The result is large scale suicides 
by farmers. I was greatly distressed by a recent statement from the 
Agriculture Minister that Farmers should now leave farming and get in 
to other skills! What skills? A marginal farmer who for generations has 
done nothing but farming, one fine day you pay him a large amount 
and take over his land ostensibly for SEZ what does he do?

He spends most of his money in drinking, and lands up in Mumbai 
in a Zopadpatti and then by dangling the carrot of regularizing it you 
turn him into a vote bank! This is the most sinister design of politicians! 
The politician has got rid of the farmer, taken over his land in the 
name of SEZ where they build ultra luxurious bungalows as in Ambi 
valley and get him into shanties in Mumbai so that they can undertake 
large capital intensive projects for housing, flyovers and Metros which 
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generate huge kickbacks for them and turn the poor chap into their 
own Voter!!! What diabolic scheme!

Nehru talked of peace with lofty ideals continuing with the bolt 
action rifle for our soldiers who were slaughtered by the Chinese in 
the 1961 war. We remember his speech about Tryst with Destiny. 
Do we remember his speech on radio when he was asking his army 
to retreat from Siachen and expressing sympathy for the people of 
Assam which he thought would be run over by the Chinese in a few 
hours? I heard the speech and it still rings in my ears. He said about 
Siachen it is that part of the land “where not a blade of grass grows” 
So what? It is my country and my land who is he to give it on a 
platter to an aggressor? And then he said “our hearts go out to our 
brethren in Assam” To call him a patriot is treason! I consider him for 
that speech the greatest of the traitors to this country! So what have 
we achieved in these sixty years?

Yes, we are a stable democracy with fourteen general elections and 
governments of all political combinations. We are a secular nation. In 
fact are we? We are the biggest Muslim nation. It is only a matter of 
time that a second partition of India will take place and even this time 
we will retain the “patriotic Muslims” in the divided second India. It 
is not the fault of Islam. It is after all not a religion but a doctrine of 
terrorism. Those who do not accept Islam it says,” convert them or kill 
them” It is only the Sanatan Dharma (so called Hinduism) which is a 
responsible religion. We look for “self realization” and Moksha from 
the rebirth. Shireesh, my elder son, is writing a book on rapaciousness 
of ancient civilizations and examines why Christianity, Buddhism and 
Islam spread all over the world though of far recent origin while so 
called Hinduism in fact shrunk and vanished from Indonesia, Thailand, 
shrilanka etc.

There are many causes but one of the important one is the basic 
teachings of sanatan Dharma which urges man to know himself, achieve 
self realization and union with cosmos and does not preach “tenets” 
or “commandments” to spread the thought. What is Secularism? (if 
interested please read my researched article on Secularism: a concept 
Abused. On my website www.angelfire.com/indie/pmapte) We are a 
multi religious nation not a secular one with a Sikh PM, a Muslim 
President (until recently), a Dalit Chief Justice and a Catholic King 
Maker! Our GDP (this foolish western concept of measuring wealth of 
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a nation has ruined our perception of development. Even the king of 
Bhutan had a better parameter, he called it Gross National Happiness. 
It is also embodied in the five year plans of Bhutan) is nearly 10% per 
year, our foreign reserves are 215 billion dollars, Indian companies have 
taken over more than 100 major companies abroad even in countries 
like the USA, UK, CHINA, Russia, Germany and so on.

There are two Indians in the List of the Richest People on Earth, 
(how does it help the 40% of population living below the poverty 
line or 100 infants dying every day of malnutrition or 80% of 
village women traveling average 5 km. per day just to fetch drinking 
water?) The richest man in Britain (what is Britain? Its not even as 
big as our largest state!) is an Indian. Our cities are full of shopping 
malls,(catering to hardly 19% of population in large cities, just go out 
to the garbage dumps in Mumbai at 1 am to find urchins searching for 
morsels of food)) fast food restaurants, multiplex cinemas, posh cars 
and luxury apartments. We have the fastest growing mobile industry in 
the world. At least 30 crore Indians have a high standard of living and 
high incomes. (who has cooked up these figures? It is not more than 
9% of total population) They all have cars, fridges, TVs and washing 
machines.

All this sounds so wonderful. Then why do some of us feel unhappy? 
You have to be here to understand that

In 1947 India was divided into two countries. Today after 65 years 
we have again become two countries. Let us call them India and Bharat. 
The people in Bharat live in villages.(There is also a Bharat of slums in 
cities a Bharat which is 60% of the city population) Their livelihood 
depends on the rainfall because in 60 years India was not able to 
irrigate enough land to give farmers a comfortable income, so every 
year many of the farmers commit suicide, not only in Maharashtra but 
even in a rich state like Punjab. If a farmer drills a bore well on his 
farm he cannot pump that water out because there are severe power 
cuts in villages.

During natural disasters like famine or floods or earthquakes, 
generous aid is granted by the Central government but not even half 
of it reaches the poor victims due to the corruption in the bureaucracy. 
Corruption is in every part of our society.

The majority of politicians go into politics simply to make money. 
They justify this because they have to buy votes to get elected. Today an 
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assembly election costs about 1 crore per candidate. For Lok Sabha this 
figure goes up to 5 crores. Even fields like education are not immune 
to corruption from kindergarten to universities, cash donations are 
required to secure a place. The scheduled castes have 50% of seats 
reserved for them. Only Brahmins and Kshatriyas have no benefits 
because they are considered upper class.

Although we call ourselves a progressive country, we were not able 
to wipe out our caste system. In fact it is now so entrenched in politics 
that a candidate is chosen to represent the caste or religion dominant in 
that area. In UP a woman who openly plays the caste card has won the 
election and she hopes to be a PM one day! We need a total reform on 
our electoral system (if interested see my researched article on Indian 
electoral system: need for total reform posted on my website)

I was in Goa some time back at the invitation of “Goa Bachao 
Andolan “to address an invited audience of intellectuals about a new 
town planning act for Goa. The Andolan has succeeded in getting the 
government to withdraw its regional plan 2011 which had declared the 
entire state as an Urban area and allowed construction accordingly! 
Can you imagine the shamelessness of the politicians and their greed in 
which they sought to destroy their own mother land? The Andolan has 
succeeded and the Government was forced to withdraw the plan and 
now we quickly want to put in place a legislation which can hopefully 
stop such mischief in future, hopefully! But it is a small state, people are 
educated, love their land and are willing to sacrifice their time money 
and energy (the assembly that I addressed paid for the entire expenses 
of the event-tea, lunch and the venue from their personal donations on 
the spot).

It is almost impossible in Maharashtra where the politicians propose 
to destroy the mangroves and convert the east coast salt pan lands of 
5000 hectares into residential areas. Remember my prediction. If these 
salt pans are converted and if there are torrential rains as in july 2005 
whole of Mumbai will be submerged as the water will just not have 
any outlet to flow to the sea and god help if it is high tide time!

But all this doesn’t mean I am pessimistic! In fact I pity the politicians 
who despite their acumen in self survival are unable to see the signs of 
boiling popular unrest with their corruption and self seeking policies. 
The day is not far off when most of them will be seen hanging by their 
necks from the nearest lamp post, at least I hope so!
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An innovative approach to national planning.

During the nascent stages of our country after independence, the 
planning commission was a system for national development through 
centralized planning & direction. It was a ‘top down’ approach to 
planning. Its replacement by any new institution, keeping the same 
top down approach will be self defeating and not in consonance with 
changed socio-economic and political conditions in the country today.

Any new national level institution should therefore be a system 
for co-lacing & weaving together regional socio-economic aspirations 
and the geo-physical potential of the states into a matrix for national 
development. It means establishing strong institutions at state level to 
prepare plans for optimization of regional resources (physical, social, 
skills, manpower & infrastructure) and identify gaps, requirements 
& augmentation of regional structure and systems towards national 
development.

As I have outlined in my book ‘Urban planning & development: 
An Indian perspective’ …” the development plan of a city should be 
an assemblage of the ‘ward plans’ prepared based on felt needs of the 
populace and the plans can then be coalesced at the city level by a few 
experts…”

Similarly any new institution at national level to replace the 
current planning commission should therefore prepare only a skeleton 
framework by way of guidelines to facilitate correlating state/regional 
development plans- that would have addressed the specific issues of the 
region- into a mosaic for national development- a bottom up approach.

June 2010

Reorienting Indian Policy Perspectives:

It is high time the Government of India reorients its policies on 
Education, Health, Environment and Foreign relations

Education - A major failure of the state is its inability to educate all 
its citizens. We need a revolutionary new policy on primary education 
in rural areas. Primary education needs to be reoriented towards 
vocational guidance like improved methods of agriculture, vegetable 
and cash crop farming, all aspects of agricultural produce ranging from 
farming to marketing, farming based industries etc. We can do away 
with teaching of History, restrict teaching of mathematics, science 
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and geography to the extent that it relates to rural occupations and 
emphasize rural hygiene and health care education.

Health - The Rural poor remain very vulnerable to water-borne 
diseases. Malnutrition in some parts of India is worse than that in 
sub-Saharan Africa. Rural population must be reeducated about the 
importance of traditional medicine and weaned away from its attraction 
to the allopathic medicine (‘injectibles’ propagated by self seeking 
medical practitioners) and encourage recourse to Herbal, Ayurvedic and 
Homeopathic medicine by rural population and take drastic measures 
to completely stop indiscriminate use of herbs like Aloe-vera, Tulsi, 
Neem etc and fruits like Strawberry, Amla in cosmetic preparations for 
use by the urban elite! Teaching of medicine in traditional systems must 
be encouraged by establishing institutions in rural areas.

Environment - There are no two opinions that our major rivers 
are polluted; our groundwater aquifers rapidly depleted. Efforts by 
‘green’ experts (Singh, Mishra, Hazare) working in rural areas to 
conserve water, encourage rain water harvesting, social forestation, 
must be actively supported and replicated. This may mean curtailing 
our enthusiasm for large river dams and canal projects which mainly 
benefit the rich farmers (who are actually the absentee politicians) 
and the large construction companies and in turn the bureaucrats and 
government officials and politicians who are the beneficiaries of the 
kick backs from the construction companies.

Foreign affairs - India faces threats from the rise of radical Islam 
and from a politically ambitious military in Pakistan and Bangladesh, 
by the unwillingness of the Maoists to whole-heartedly enter the 
democratic process in Nepal, and a fresh cycle of terrorism based 
on the discontent of the Tamils in Sri Lanka. Our long-term national 
interest will be served only if we take a brutally self-serving attitude to 
all foreign policy matters and ally with any global power, if it suites our 
national interests. No one has appointed our nation as the keeper of 
world peace or conscience nor human rights protection. USA’s war on 
Iraq was self serving (to ensure supplies of oil) Russia’s war with some 
of the erstwhile USSR states is self serving and Pakistan’s harping on 
Kashmir is the result of hatred of India The motto of our foreign policy 
should be like that of North Korea which looks to self interest !

Sharp, clear, forward-looking thinking in these spheres of governance 
is vital for the future of India. This thinking is not likely to emerge 
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from the current political class. A special responsibility devolves on the 
Indian information media. “One desperately hopes that, in the months 
and years to come, some of the space currently reserved for the game 
of cricket and for the lifestyles of billionaires and film stars will be used 
on finding ways and measures of making the citizens of India more 
healthy, better educated, environmentally aware, and safe”

Maharashtrians in USA

It was reported last week in Lokasatta that the C.M. has gifted Rs. 50 
Lakhs to the Maharashtra Mandal of USA. He was attending its annual 
conference in Seattle. This week the State government has announced 
a package of Rs. 1 crore to all the Districts together affected by the 
recent floods! The government obviously considers helping the few rich 
Maharashtrians of USA supposedly preserving their “Marathi” culture 
far more important than the lakhs of poor in dire distress and ravaged 
by floods in Maharashtra!

Incidentally, the amount donated by him equals about U.S.$ 
1,20,000 which is just ONE YEAR’S SALARY OF AN AVERAGE IT 
WORKER IN USA! This amount could have been raised by only 365 
Maharashtrians donating their one day’s salary for the purpose! What 
is this “Marathi” culture that these Maharashtrians are preserving? Is 
performing on stage, once a year; songs, dances and Lavanis (a favourite 
of our C.M.) a tribute to Marathi culture? All our schools and colleges 
do that once a year!

It is time that the so called Maharashtrians shed their hypocritical 
masks of ‘Marathi Manus’ and boldly admit facts. They went to USA 
to earn money, to have a good life, to be rich and own huge mansions 
and cars! Absolutely nothing wrong with that. Every one has a right 
to “better” one’s life. So why have the guilty feeling? Say it boldly that 
we don’t want to stay in the poverty and squalor of India! Why try to 
be apologetic by trying to put up a façade of cultural preservation? I 
have stayed in USA at least 10 times in the last 15 years and traveled 
all over the country. The hypocrisy of Indians is nauseating! Though 
proclaiming their bonds and love for India they are steeped in the 
materialistic culture of the USA.

Let me give just one example. In San Jose, California which has over 
1000 Maharashtrian families, an enterprising local Marathi literature 
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lover started a Marathi Library in 2005 with over 400 choicest recent 
books and offered to home deliver 8 books per month for a monthly 
fee of just 8 US $! After 4 months of publicity he could get JUST ONE 
MEMBER! That is the real state of the USA Maharashtrian’s so called 
love and longing to preserve Marathi culture!

If the Maharashtrians in Seattle had any shame and real love for 
Maharashtra they should have rejected the gift by the C.M. and instead 
asked him to use the money for the flood affected rural poor in the 
state.

July 2007

Property tax

This has reference to “Property Tax to be Valued Differently” (TOI, 
Jan.20)

The remedy suggested by the Inspector General of Stamps & 
Registration is worse than the ailment! It raises doubts and suspicions 
about the real reasons for the change in the existing system of the 
‘Ready reckoner’!

The proposal by the Inspector General of Stamps & Registration 
will give rise to ambiguity and scope for different interpretations and 
discretion in fixing property value giving rise to corruption and loss of 
revenue to the Government. Of the 15 parameters proposed that will 
decide stamp duty, only 2 are definitely quantifiable (FSI, and regular 
shape of property land) Rest 13 are subject to variable interpretations 
and pliable enough to be bent in favour of the contracting parties.

The present system of yearly fixation of stamp duty, area- wise, 
for properties in Mumbai was evolved to eradicate corruption that 
existed in determining the property value by favouring the parties to 
a sale deed by undervaluation and extract illegal gratification from 
them resulting in loss of revenue to the state government. The system 
is quite scientific, rational and equitable. But what is most important 
and crucial is that it leaves little scope for discretion or interpretation, 
thus minimizing possibilities of illegal gratification leading to rampant 
corruption that existed earlier.

The real modification required in the present system of ‘Ready 
reckoner” is to integrate a method of keeping parity with changing 
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property values due to major factors like the current global melt 
down in economy. It would however appear that instead of a simple 
adjustment of the property value index, the meltdown is being used as 
an opportunity to reintroduce the earlier corrupt system of discretionary 
fixation of value to benefit all concerned including bureaucrats, 
politicians and builders!

Freedom of Expression

This refers to “It’s the Great Wharton Dustup” (Thursday 7th 
March). Mr. Dileep D’Souza accepts that Freedom of expression 
applies to supporters as well as opponents of a view point. What 
he forgets is that if you oppose a view point it does not give you a 
right also to stop anyone from expressing it. That is what a section 
of students/faculty of Wharton has done. They could have protested 
as a section of students did at the ShriRam college of Commerce in 
Delhi. Mr. D’Souza says its no slap in his face! It is a matter of one’s 
feelings and respect for one’s own country and its leaders (whether 
one agrees with their view point) if one feels insulted or not. When 
he talks about the “massacre of 2002” he is probably referring to the 
killing of muslims and holding Mr. Modi personally responsible for 
it. Like many so called journalists who have deliberately ignored and 
turned a blind eye to the genesis of the riots (premeditated burning 
alive of the ram-sevaks in a train coach) Mr. D’souza is consumed by 
his blind belief of the “horrible massacre” by Mr.Modi. But, when 
Chetan Bhagat refers to much more horrible and en mass massacre 
by some leaders supported by USA he feels the point irrelevant! 
Agreed that Wharton is a private University and is not part of 
the U.S. Government. But let us not have sermons from any self 
appointed depository of wisdom about people’s right to consider a 
person worthy of being the Prime Minister of this country and their 
right to show this support in a democratic manner by ‘handwaving’ 
or otherwise

Women’s safety in Indian cities: (Newspaper report)

Are city planners suffering from a misconception that planning can be 
a panacea for all social evils? Crime against women and children has 
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many facets that encompass not only the physical state of a town/city 
but many sociological, political, administrative and other conditions 
prevailing in a society. For a large semi-literate population mostly 
unemployed and on the “edge” in cities like Mumbai and Delhi, 
constantly titillated visually by the unabashed erotic song and dance 
numbers in the local language films, it is in fact surprising that the 
incidences of rape are few and far in between! Most rape incidences 
occur in homes by near or distant relations or friends. Without a 
proper study and analysis of the issue to jump to a conclusion that 
planning can be –even a small- curative for such a social malice 
displays height of naïveté!

Food Wastage

‘A really bad aftertaste’ (Editorial in Hindustan Times Wednesday 
13th April) rightly points out the colossal waste of food grains that 
has taken place and continues by the ‘Food Corporation of India”. 
Compared to such waste, the leftover from the portions served to 
customers in the high end restaurants in the country is miniscule. 
Moreover most customers takeaway the left overs in ‘parcels’. But the 
action proposed to be taken by the concerned ministry of “rationing’ 
food on the plates served, is indicative of a great danger and malice of 
sycophancy! The P.M.s casual remark in his “Manki Baat” to wastage 
of food in the restaurants should be taken notice of but not in the way 
the ministry has done! It is such sycophancy and one-upmanship that 
gives rise to and encourages undesirable tendencies of ‘dictatorial’ 
attitude among the leaders.

मराठा आरकण (Newspaper report: Letter to Loksatta)

सधया चाल ूअसलेलया मराठा ्सेच प्ेटल आरकण संदभायं् असे महण्ा येईल कक हे सव्स 
खेळ राजकीय पुढाऱयांचे आहे् आ्ा सव्सच जनजामा्ी आरकण/संरकण मागू लागलया 
आहे्. माझया म् ेयावर एक सािा उपाय महणजे सवायंनाच आरकण दयावे राजया्ील 
सव्स जा्ींचया एकूण लोकसंखये्ील अनुपा्ानुसार तयांना आरकण दयावे महणजे 
उदाहरणा््स मराठा जा्ीची लोकसंखया 20% असली ्र तयांना ्वेढे आरकण ममळावे 
महणजे आहदवासींपासून ् ेब्ाहमणांपयय्ं  तयांचया एकंदर लोकसंखये्ील अनुपा्ानुसार 
्वेढे आरकण ममळेल कारण नाही्री प्ेटल आणण मराठयांसारखया प्रग् आणण सिन 
जमा्ींना आरकण देऊन भार्ीय संपविाना्ील ्र्ुदींना व तयाचया कारणांना जर 
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आपण त्लांजली देणार असलो ्र मग मी सुचपवलेला सािा फॉमु्सला ससवकारायला काय 
हरक् आहे?

प्रकाश मिुसूदन आप्ेट

Urbanizing India: Turning India’s farms into factories  
(A newspaper report)

December 2011

These armchair theoretical Urbanists will lead India into chaos and 
ruin by their unbridled enthusiasm for urbanization as if it were the 
panacea for all the ills of a poor nation. They are totally ignorant or 
blind to the real reasons for poverty embedded in the faulty economic 
policies that have and continue to ignore the real reasons for rural non-
development and poverty. Despite the TV channels showing the abject 
poverty and destitution in heart renting visuals these urban “experts” 
are either imbeciles or blind to the realities comfortably housed in their 
air conditioned homes. What India needs is less urbanization and more 
rural uplift not through urban oriented approaches but through the 
Gandhian principles of village centric development of the country

Urban Planning Need to Plan with the Poor� (comments on an 
Article in a Journal)

Most often, in India, people who live in the slums have other people 
planning for their lives. As a result, what they get is not planned with 
them but what other people plan for them.

Most slum redevelopment projects in India have brought the issue 
of community participation in development decision-making into sharp 
focus. Redevelopment of Dharavi in Mumbai for example, revealed a 
complete lack of regard for the life styles of an affected community’s 
input into key decisions that would have far reaching implications 
for their lives. It is an example of how tragically wrong things can go 
when communities are not consulted by those charged with execution 
of such projects.

Be it Dharavi in Mumbai or development in Navi- Mumbai it often 
leads violent protests making headlines in the media. We have become 
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accustomed to regular media reports of such “service delivery” protests. 
At the heart of the issue appears to be the problem that people are not 
being listened to by the concerned authorities and the state.

A recent research conducted in South Africa by the ‘Community 
Agency for Social Enquiry’ with funding support from the Ford 
Foundation probed whether community participation is working; 
especially in the way municipalities interact with marginalized residents 
in terms of their housing strategies. The research hoped to improve 
communication between local government authorities and marginalized 
residents.

The research found that, despite the legislated requirements and the 
structures and processes that both municipalities have in place to engage 
in community participation, these do not always work. Consultation 
is often seen as ‘token’ or ‘time-consuming’ and does not necessarily 
mean that residents have a meaningful contribution to government’s 
planning and implementation.

The Town Planning Acts in most states of India provide for structures 
and processes to facilitate and enhance community involvement 
including community based integrated development planning. In 
addition, cities like Mumbai have elected ward councilors and ward 
committees.

Citizens are promised effective community participation through 
several legislative mechanisms including the 74th-75th amendment to 
the Indian Constitution, which focus on a range of socio-economic 
rights and promotes developmental, inclusive and participatory local 
government. The law requires local government to work with its 
citizens and communities. For example, ward committees are a forum 
for citizens to voice their concerns to promote community participation.

Yet, community participation in housing-related decisions remains 
inadequate. In some cases poor people’s housing strategies are in 
conflict with competing interests and authorities, and they are removed 
from settlements. Declaring their activities as “unauthorized” by the 
authorities increases their vulnerability, with non-local population 
particularly at risk.

Since 1995, when it was created, the Mumbai Slum Redevelopment 
Authority has consistently failed to put in place policies focused on in 
situ upgrading. In other words, improving informal settlements where 
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people have already erected structures for shelter has been deliberately 
neglected.

Slum re-housing continues to be built on poorly located land far from 
work opportunities and social facilities. In addition, the upgrading of 
informal settlements and provision of low-income rental units is almost 
non-existent. The recent cases in Mumbai, Delhi and some other cities 
where government demolished houses built by residents who were 
duped by fraudsters into buying illegally secured land, reveals the 
extent of the shortage of land for affordable housing in Indian cities.

There is a growing problem of homelessness and inadequate housing. 
This huge demand for housing has led to the poor resorting to “illegal” 
occupation of dilapidated buildings in inner cities like Mumbai causing 
frequent structural collapses and human fatalities

In Mumbai most dilapidated old buildings are poorly maintained 
“chawls” usually in the inner city, which threaten the health and 
safety of occupants. Mumbai has approximately 16000 dilapidated 
(cessed) buildings of which only about 1200 have been reconstructed 
since 1999.

Location of housing remains critical as economic opportunities for 
the poor are so important. Poor people try to locate close to areas 
where they can find economic opportunities, which often bring them 
into conflict with the local authority. Various social surveys by NGOs 
in the slums of cities in India (and in the Author’s own experience of 
interaction with project affected families in world Bank aided projects 
in Mumbai and Chennai) highlighted the availability of employment 
opportunities, transport networks and schools as key motivations for 
the location of housing for resettlement of slum residents.

At the same time, local government is faced with serious urban 
management challenges, particularly those linked to housing. 
Municipalities do not have adequate funding and capacity to deliver 
physical services. Court cases that have followed evictions of families 
from dilapidated structures and illegal slums have only further 
underlined the fact that there is an urgent need to provide options to 
these families living in intolerable conditions, by considering in situ 
upgrading and provision of alternative accommodation.

Cities must make explicit commitments in their development plan 
making process to make public participation an integral part of the 
planning, budgeting and service delivery processes. City development 
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process must work with the people to plan for their future rather 
than merely informing the community of what is going to happen to 
them. Community participation processes should be seen as a genuine 
attempt at capturing the developmental aspirations of the people and 
not merely a public affirmation or a checklist exercise.

Community participation for residents living in dilapidated 
buildings marked for redevelopment and in informal settlements is 
inefficient where it exists, and non-existent in most cases. In fact, in 
cities like Mumbai the only interaction the slum residents have with 
the authorities is when the police or officials of the local or Slum 
Redevelopment Authority harasse them for identity documents. The 
drive for “Adhar” cards should in fact be concentrated and taken up 
vigorously in the dilapidated buildings and slum areas of cities like 
Mumbai.

There is a perception that politicians only seek out such communities 
during the election period. What is their interaction in the so called 
participatory mechanisms for local development? In the affected 
people’s eyes, the enforcement of municipal by-laws seems to be the 
only feature of municipal-community interaction!

The civil society organizations, rather than engaging themselves 
in national corruption issues, could instead, fight for the “right to 
participate” in the city development process. In the absence of any 
such initiative, mass protests, demonstrations and approaching the 
“news hungry” TV media have often become the outlets for people’s 
expression of frustration. A key issue is the importance of effective 
communication. When considering housing options for the poor it is 
important that issues around participation of the poor are addressed in 
conjunction with those affected. Far more emphasis should be placed 
on effective communication with ward councilors, NGOs and residents.

Urban Planning in India� (A newspaper report)

Urban planning as currently practiced in India is mostly concerned with 
planning the use and development of land in cities for the benefit of the 
Politicians, Bureaucrats and the Developers. Development is merely a 
euphemism for land exploitation. The 74th Constitutional Amendment 
is a mere “paper tiger’ that promises decision making authority to the 
elected representatives of the people, but in reality is fragrantly violated 
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by promulgation of notifications by the state government to permit 
land development to suite the politician.

Perception of Urbanization

“India lives in villages” an oft-repeated adage needs to be modified to 
read ‘India dies in its villages’ as evidenced by suicides by farmers in 
Maharashtra. 

The First Five Year Plan declared, “..equality and social justice will 
have little content unless the production potential of the community is 
substantially raised.” All the subsequent plans visualized the role of cities 
in raising the ‘production potential’(economic goods) totally ignoring 
production of food grains. Our Minister in charge of Agriculture had 
shamelessly advised the agriculturists to “leave” agriculture and take up 
other occupations! According to him, food, after all, can be purchased 
and imported from other countries. Creation of Special Economic 
Zones was important even at the cost of agricultural lands.

The Seventh Five Year Plan observed, “Urbanization is a phenomenon 
which is part and parcel of economic development in general. Certain 
activities are best performed in agglomeration of people. Planning of 
urban development should essentially be supportive of the economic 
development in the country, state or sub-region, be it in agriculture…. 
It is important to time investments in urban services and shelter to 
coincide with investments in agriculture… Industrial location policy 
must be made to sub serve regional and urban planning.” In practice 
urban development was encouraged at the cost of rural development 
and agriculture

The Task Force on Planning of Urban Development appointed by 
the Planning Commission asserted in 1983 “It would be idle to imagine 
that rapid rise in rural population through demographic growth can 
be absorbed in agriculture and still ensure growth of productivity and 
total production.” Such one sided view that did not include agro-based 
industry and production systems as “Agriculture” was responsible for 
destroying the importance of agriculture and plan allocations for it 
and belittled the contribution of Agriculture to the development of a 
country. 

The Eighth Five Year Plan identified small and medium towns as the 
thrust areas as important links between the village and the large cities. 
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The mid term appraisal of the 11th Five Year Plan emphasizes healthy 
growth of smaller towns TO EASE THE PRESSURE ON METROS 
and NOT to be the service centres for the rural areas!

LandPolicy

Urban planning in India is largely concerned with exploitation of land. 
The Indian Constitution recognizes, acquisition, holding and disposal 
of property as a fundamental right. This ideology was negated by the 
enactment of Urban Land (Ceiling and Regulation) Act 1976.

Delhi Master Plan, Chandigarh, Gandhinagar and Navi Mumbai 
were all based on public ownership of land for the urbanizable land. 
In Chandigarh & Gandhinagr however an attempt was made to 
retain the rural character around the new towns by the enactment of 
the ‘Periphery control Act’. Unfortunately in case of Chandigarh the 
bifurcation of the state of Punjab by creation of Haryana necessitated 
establishment of new capitals for both states putting an end to the 
periphery control act. In case of Gandhinagar, either the imbecility 
or greed of the Consultants to the Gandhinagar Urban Development 
Authority resulted in declaring the entire area between Ahmedabad & 
Gandhinagar as “Urban” destroying not only the character of the new 
capital city but also the rural hinterland. Public ownership of the land 
within the city limits of Gandhinagar thus failed to achieve the land 
policy objectives.

Current Perspective of Urbanization and Urban Planning

The Eleventh Five Year plan states that “cities will be the engines of 
economic growth and the realization of an ambitious goal of growth 
in GDP depends fundamentally on making Indian cities much more 
livable, inclusive, bankable, and competitive.” What about the villages? 
Can those not be the engines of economic growth?

It should be noted in this context that the World Development 
Report - 2009 clearly states that even people who start their lives 
far away from economic opportunity (cities) can benefit from the 
growing concentration of wealth in a few places. The way to get both 
the benefits of uneven growth and inclusive development is through 
economic integration.
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The New Paradigm

The Statement of Industrial Policy, 1991 that heralded India’s economic 
liberalization stated “Government will continue to pursue a sound 
policy framework…. spread of industrialization to backward areas of 
the country will be actively promoted through appropriate incentives, 
institutions and infrastructure investments.” This high sounding 
statement was a precursor to establishment of the Special Economic 
Zones. These SEZs, in time, became the authorized land grab by 
private entrepreneurs gobbling up the agricultural lands and uprooting 
and throwing the agriculturists out of the only skills that he knew 
for generations and filling up the cities with the migrants divested of 
their agricultural lands and income. Why did the “great” Indian urban 
planners never tiring of advocating land assembly schemes not think 
of applying the same principle to the establishment of SEZ by making 
the farmers active partners in the projects that would have given them 
a prosperity linked income along with a minimum homestead land 
to carry on agricultural occupations like vegetable farming and dairy 
development? June 2012

India Shining

The article “By global standards, India more equal than others” by 
Subodh Varma, appearing in TOI 3rd June 2007 is brazenly misleading 
and confusing to say the least! The author has conveniently failed to 
point out that,

1) The comparison between various countries may not be accurate 
as the data comes from surveys covering different years and using 
different methodologies.

2) The data has been cleverly manipulated to misrepresent the 
current economic condition in India and does not corroborate his 
statements… “India is a land of contrasts: how extreme wealth 
exists cheek by jowl with shocking poverty. We see these contrasts 
everyday.” and “Over 70% of the population has a monthly per 
capita expenditure below the national average of Rs. 555. This 
indicates the low levels of income prevalent in the country …”
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3) The author fails to recognize that the disparity metric by itself is 
not an indicator of well being of a people, as the author wants us 
to believe. Though the disparity ratio is stated to be higher in the 
US as compared to India, most of the lowest 10% in the US have 
all their basic needs (food, shelter and clothing) satisfied while 
70% of the total populace in India are below the poverty line!

4)  The data used in the article is a consumption data which indicates 
lower levels of inequality between the poor and rich.

Without understanding the statistical significance or the applicable 
relevance of the data, the author seems to have “cut and pasted” it 
from the Human Development report (http://hdr.undp.org) and cobbled 
together a confusing article. The author’s conclusion of “prosperity 
meaning unequal distribution of wealth and incomes” has been pulled 
out of thin air. It would appear that the article is more of a sponsored 
advertisement (India Shining!) than a reflection of the truth!

June 2012

Implanting Urban ‘Sanitation’ in our rural areas:

Before embarking upon and going headlong into implanting urban 
sanitation systems in our rural areas, our decision makers could pause 
and ponder upon a few facts. Is there any conclusive evidence to 
establish a direct cause and effect relationship between the practice of 
‘defecation’ in the open fields and spread of diseases? What is ‘poor 
sanitation’? Is’nt it a relative concept? for urbanites having water 
carriage system toilets attached to their bedrooms, even a ‘pit privy’ 
located away from the house could be ‘poor sanitation’! The proud 
Haryana farmer who takes his entire family out to field every morning 
(referred to sarcastically in the article) in his Maruti for their daily 
ablution is in fact being far more environment friendly, “green” and 
contributing to cost saving in infrastructure systems than the self 
proclaimed a environmentalists! How does ‘defecating’ in open fields 
make the village ‘aswachha’ (unclean)? It in fact returns the nutrients 
to earth, saves on man made fertilizers, uses the sun’s free energy to 
convert solid waste into manure; all the objectives so vociferously 
propounded from national and international platforms by the self 
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proclaimed experts! Alas, had the social mobilization achieved to 
make the rich Haryanvi villager build a water borne toilet (at a capital 
cost to him and heavy revenue expenditure to local panchayat, with 
problems of mass disposal of human excreta) been directed to educate 
women against the practice of female infanticide that has put Haryana 
at the top of the states with lowest female to male child ratio; it would 
have been a far greater contribution to the health of the state and the 
nation! What is the ‘indignity’ in going to open fields? It is common 
sight while traveling in Rajasthan to find women with veils over their 
faces ‘defecating’ -as we urbanites like to describe the natural act of 
ablution. But, as one of the women unashamedly explained, “human 
bodies are same all over the world, till one can attach a face to it!” Has 
the media really played a positive role or has inadvertently introduced 
‘westernized’ ideas of what is ‘sanitary’ into an ongoing, perfectly 
natural recycling process of human waste conversion into fertilizer 
at no cost? The real fact is, ‘the show must go on, for the misguided 
environmentalists, officials, builders and material suppliers, politicians, 
international institutions offering credit lest it is proved some day that 
the age old wisdom of the populace is superior to that of the ‘blinkered’ 
experts! It is said of US President Lincoln that “by surrounding himself 
by people who bring different perspectives, he will increase his options, 
absorb dissenting views....”. One wishes our decision makers have the 
inclination and the intellect to understand this.

November 2008
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4 MONUMENTS

Chatrapati Shivaji Memorial in Arabian sea� (Newspaper report)

The memorial, in the form of a tall statue in the Arabian sea, off the 
Mumbai coast has been proposed perhaps with the statue of liberty 
in the United States of America in mind. The statue of liberty has 
the reference frame of, the times, circumstances, relevance and its 
significance for the people of that country. It is located on the Liberty 
Island; the landing place for the immigrants to America. It therefore had 
the time frame when the first waves of immigrants came to America, 
the sordid circumstances from which they sought escape from poverty 
and penury, relevance of the statue as a “gateway” to freedom and its 
significance as a symbol of liberty.

The statue of Shivaji has none of these relevance. It is proposed 
as a tribute to the great leader who sought and gained for his people 
freedom from domination of the barbaric muslim rulers. It must 
therefore have a reference frame of his great foresight in preparing 
the people to defend the nation, and his dauntless efforts to defeat the 
forces of ‘occupation ‘of our country. A bastion of Adilshahi that defied 
his efforts was the fort at Janjira which held out during his and his 
son Smbhaji’s life time. Kasaa/PadmaDurg fort was built by Sambhaji 
Maharaj, as a means to launch an attack on Janjira.

The fort, spread over an area of about 9 acres commanding the 
entrance to the Rajpuri creek, was built about 1693 on a rock in the 
centre of the bay about four km. north-west of Janjira. It stands in 3 
fathoms water more than 3 km. from the main land. Its walls, pierced by 
a small gateway, are, covered by six bastions about sixty feet apart. Above 
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the bastions rise towers built in the shape of an irregular octagon and are 
roofed in. The water-supply is obtained from a large cistern which fills 
in rains and lasts through the dry season The fort is irregularly shaped, 
following the outline of the rock on which it is built,

Padmadurga was built in front of Rajapuri in order to counter the 
siddi power. About this fort Sivaji Maharaj had said in a letter that by 
constructing Padmadurg he had set up another Rajpuri to overshadow 
the Rajpuri of the Siddis. Padmadurga currently is in shambles for 
want of money, even though it is one of the five historical sea forts and 
currently falls in the protected monument list of the Archaeological 
Survey of India.

Would it not be appropriate if the memorial is built on the site 
of the old fort of Pdmadurg? It commands a good view of the entire 
Maharashtra coast, the Janjira fort, is about 3 km. away from the land 
just opposite the Murud beach. It is easily accessible by road from 
Mumbai via Rajapuri. Being an old site of the fort there may be very 
little difficulties in building construction and it may be easier to obtain 
environmental clearance. I, as an Architect & Town Planner with 54 
years of experience, urge the people and the government of Maharashtra 
to consider very seriously this option. It is a more appropriate location 
for the memorial, facilitates accessibility and could be a much lower 
cost solution. It could help the desire & vision of the Chatrapati to 
develop Rajapuri into an important centre.
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5 ARCHITECTURE & 
ENVIRONMENT

A Curved Bench in a Park (Article on Internet)

The objectives of placing a bench in a Park should be to let people 
rest for a while, facilitate watching the scene- landscape, trees, flowers, 
birds, sky or whatever, just rest in peace with closed eyes, look at the 
scene without really observing it but just thinking, look at the sky and 
contemplate or introspect. It is certainly not to be with a lot of other 
people for which one can choose a spot near a fountain, water body, 
barbecue spot, play equipment etc in fact not to come to a park but go 
to a club or restaurant. A curved bench helps accommodating a host 
of people- at a railway station for example- where there is a quick 
‘turnover’ of people where one may not like to make eye contact with 
strangers or just find a right spot on the bench to watch the kiosks. 
gates, the clock. train schedule boards, in-gate waiting for a contact to 
appear etc. A curved bench could also be appropriate in an art gallery 
to watch a piece of interest, a sculpture or a painting.

As an Architect, planner and designer I would not place a curved 
bench -whether made of timber or wrought iron - in a public park 
unless the intention is simply not to facilitate vagabonds from using the 
furniture as a ‘bed’ for siesta or sleep!

Affordable house� (Comments on an article in an Architecture 
Journal)

The problem is well defined and researched by Mr. Rybcznski. It is true 
that the unaffordability of a house, specifically in metropolitan cities 
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in India is due to high cost of serviced land. Even this cost is not the 
real cost of servicing the land but the “speculative opportunity cost” 
of serviced land. The present per square foot prices of apartments in 
Mumbai for example range between Rs. 65,000(approx. 1413 US$) at 
Colaba-southern most tip of the island city- to Rs.1400(approx.30.40 
US$) at Vasai the northern suburb a variation of almost4648%! Not 
surprisingly the cost of construction at the two locations for similar 
specifications varies by hardly 50%. The key to affordable housing is 
therefore the availability of serviced land at affordable prices rather 
than the construction cost. The Government has addressed the issue by 
1 Reducing the size of a house to as low as 225 sq. ft. of carpet area. 2 
By making such houses available to the lowest income groups at cost 
of construction. The result is that the occupants, despite various legal 
constraints, manage to sell the apartment at the market rate earning 
a profit of anything up to 2000%! So long as the opportunity cost 
of land in cities like Mumbai is much higher than the real cost the so 
called affordable housing will ultimately be taken up by the rich. A 
possible remedy lies in not reducing the cost of construction or size of 
a residential unit but reducing the opportunity cost of serviced land 
by making the metropolitan cities less “attractive’ for the speculators. 
Rather than architectural or engineering solutions an urban planning 
and strategy has to be devised to make affordable housing a reality.

10/20/08

Beggar’s Bowl Restaurant� (A newspaper report –comments in a 
lighter vein)

After the wave of “Rural” ambiance restaurants, there is these days 
a new trend in urban-city restaurant interiors, décor and ambiance. 
Stained plates, used old furniture, food served on news paper pieces 
what not!

Here is a new idea in the same genre!
One can have a restaurant where on entering the guest will have to 

change into soiled beggar’s rags and get an aluminium begging bowl. 
All customers would squat on the floor (not sit but be on the feet 
without resting the posterior on the ground) in a line and then beg in 
a pitiable tone for food. Someone would come around and throw food 
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into the begging bowls provided to each guest and he will have to eat 
whatever is put in the bowl.

The food will come from the leftovers from a nearby restaurant 
but the charges for this begger’s bowl restaurant would be double that 
of the 5 star restaurant from which the leftover food comes out. The 
restaurant can be named “THE BEGGER’S BOWL”. Should be a hit!
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6 HINDUISM & TERRORISM

Hindu Terrorism?

The confession by Aseemanand (RR: Act on swami’s confession H.T. 
Jan.11) of having actively participated/promoted acts of terrorism 
as reprisals for the countless such acts indulged into by the Islamic 
radicals, makes one wonder if he is really a ‘swami’! The real and 
the most important difference between the teaching of the so called 
Hinduism and most other religions is that Hinduism does not preach 
hatred neither does it exhort its followers to ‘convert (to Hinduism) or 
kill’. It is in fact the most tolerant of the ‘religions’ in the world that has 
resulted in drastic shrinkage of its sphere of influence (that extended 
to Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, Myanmar and other countries) and 
now restricted only to India. One is not a Hindu if he stoops to the 
level of the so called Jehadi terrorists and Talibans who consider the 
religion above the law of the country. There is no tenet in Hinduism 
against bigamy or multiple marriages-Most ancient and modern Indian 
Hindu kings had any number of wives (Lord Krishna is said to have 
had16000 wives!) Yet keeping in line with progressive thoughts and 
social imperatives, a Hindu majority national government enacted a 
law against Hindus having more than one wife and the Hindus accepted 
it without a murmur.

It should be noted that it is the so called Hindus and the Hindu 
political leaders who are clamoring for a ban on organizations like 
R.S.S. though similar non- Hindu organizations are allowed to preach 
hatred against Hindus because of the Hindu doctrine of tolerance and 
universal brotherhood. Since, Aseemanand has confessed (unlike the 
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so called terrorist Kasab who has constantly protested his innocence- 
the innumerable witnesses and video and photographic evidence of his 
killing spree cannot be admitted as it is given by Hindus) to having 
aided and abated terrorism that killed a few; he need not be tried in 
a court of law but can be immediately sentenced to death and hanged 
at the earliest. It is necessary before the Hindu majority political 
leaders and governments in order to pardon the already condemned 
Jehadi terrorists, enact a law to do away with capital punishment –
with retrospective effect- as a proof of the Hindu tolerance towards 
those who kill wantonly in the name of religion. Jesus had, in his last 
moments prayed to god to ‘forgive them because they do not now what 
they are doing’. “They” should perhaps include the Jehadi terrorists as 
well as the ultra magnanimous Hindu political leaders.

Secularism

This has reference to, ‘Not Secularism, Stupid’ (HT 26th July 2012).
Despite the eulogies sung in praise of our constitution makers, 

the truth is, it is but a “cut & paste” copy of the British constitution 
which was most ill suited for a newly born democracy. It is NOT a 
constitution but a classic ‘ACT’ trying to cover everything under the 
sun on the subject! What did the framers of Indian Constitution had 
in mind when the state was declared as ‘Secular’? What is the meaning 
of Secularism? Secularism is defined in the Webster dictionary as: “A 
system of doctrines and practices that rejects any form of religious 
faith and worship” or “The belief that religion and ecclesiastical affairs 
should not enter into the function of the state especially into public 
education.”

How is this concept of Secularism enshrined in the Indian constitution 
actually put into practice? It is commonplace to see wall hangings of 
(Hindu) gods and goddesses in government offices with floral offerings. 
State functions or projects are inaugurated by performing ‘Puja”. Most 
multi religious festivals are National holidays including birthday of 
Prophet Mohammed (though it is not observed as a holiday in any 
Muslim country), State leaders, in their official capacity, annotate gods 
in temples, to pray for rains or better harvest. Religious festivals are held 
within the precincts of government offices, An entire state government 
stops working for 10 days at a stretch to celebrate a religious festival. 
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The state officially refers to people other than Muslims as a national 
‘majority’ and Muslims as a national ‘minority’,

Is this Secularism? Over the years, the compulsions of politics, 
appeasement of the religious, caste and linguistic group votes has made 
the state a de-facto ‘all religion state’ instead of a ‘secular’ state. If India 
is to be a Secular state in the true sense of the word, then there can be 
a religious, linguistic or economic minority but no national minority 
or majority. No population group can be considered as a ‘majority’ or 
‘minority’ and accorded privileges on those grounds.

Israel’s Biggest Danger

To The Editor, Newsweek

‘Israel’s Biggest Danger’ By Fareed Zakaria (Feb. 23) shows striking 
similarities between the perception s of danger from the Arab minorities 
to Israel and the Muslim minorities to India. Muslim Indians have 
grown to over 151 m. (13.4%) from 38.85 m.(10.36%) in 1951 after 
India & Pakistan became two Nations and are estimated to be over 
20% of country’s population by 2020. Muslims enjoy all legal rights 
but not the obligations due to their “special minority status” and 
‘Islamic” beliefs. They do not accept the common civil code applicable 
to other Indians. Citizenship requires them only to be loyal to the law 
but not to the values or ideologies (secularism) of the state.

Hindu nationalists warn that India’s Muslims constitute a 
demographic time bomb. For India, resolving issues of Muslim 
minorities is more crucial than dealing with Muslim terrorist groups 
and Pakistan. It will decide the future of India as a Secular State (Islam 
abhors secularism) and a democracy.

Mumbai Terror Attacks� (Newspaper reports)

What should be a nation’s response to terrorists attack like the one on 
26th November in Mumbai, India.?

Many claim that an aggressive response would play into the hands 
of the masterminds of the terror probably indicating an aversion to a 
‘tit for tat’ reaction, though such a response may become necessary to 
ascertain and declare a nation’s resolve to uphold its sovereignty and 
independence. If the attacks were clearly meant to be a provocation, 
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should Indians not allow themselves to be “provoked” even after a 
cosmopolitan area, home to 19 million people and also the financial 
and entertainment capital of India was shaken?

One would agree that ‘barricades and bunkers’ are a theatrical 
response that achieves little except causing inconvenience to the citizen. 
But this theatrical response (like road barriers, sandbags with machine 
gun totting commandoes etc) can help to instill a sense of security (even 
if false) and being “under protection” to the common citizens. Is it not 
as important?

No amount of security precautions and what may be called 
“theatrical responses” can resolve the problem because a terrorist is a 
“dedicated’ and fanatical individual who knows that he will not live 
through his suicidal mission. The only possible remedy is to have a very 
strong and intensive intelligence net work to fore warn an impending 
strike.

We have to take into consideration the geo-political realities in the 
subcontinent. Despite its subdivision in to two nations of Pakistan & 
India in 1947, the former has never accepted the realities, not being able 
to overcome the hangover of the Mughal empire that ruled India before 
the British. With that hangover, Pakistan, since 1947, has waged 5 wars 
with India, of its own making and lost all of them most ignominiously! 
Despite its religious fanaticism it has the sense to appreciate that a 
nuclear war with India may destroy part of India but will physically 
annihilate Pakistan completely. So, what could be an option?

When studied in this perspective we should realize that what 
happened in Mumbai in November ’08 was not a random terrorist 
attack by a terrorist group (as is the case in many European countries 
like Germany, Spain, etc.) but a “Trial Run” of a state sponsored 
undeclared war ! If, just 10 well trained commandoes can hold a city 
of 19 million in terror all it needs is a few hundred to devastate the 
whole of urban India! If a few well trained commandoes in the garb 
of ‘Terrorists’ can achieve its objective, why should Pakistan wage a 
formal war and antagonize the whole world?

Such a terror war instills a fear psychosis amongst the urban populace, 
shakes their confidence in its elected government and creates doubts 
about the entire system of democracy and democratic governance! 
That is the objective of such attacks by a terror state like Pakistan. 
Having successfully tested its new “Terrorists Weapon” that did not 
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elicit any reaction except verbose appeals for peace, India can expect 
similar attacks on all its cities from Pakistan trained Commandoes in 
the garb of terrorists.

We need to realize and understand these geopolitical realities in 
the Indian subcontinent which are unique and quite different from 
any where in the world except those that exist between Israel and its 
neighbors.

Depiction of Hindu Deities in Nude

This has reference to “Shiva the destroyer of ignorance” by Mr. Vithal 
C. Nadkarni (TOI 7th Jan.)

While referring to “Purana”, is the author aware of the fact that 
Puranas fall into the category of Hindu scripture known as Smrti 
(tradition) and vary from place to place and from time to time? They 
are usually written in Sanskrit and normally tell of the genealogies of 
gods, kings, and saints, and contain assorted narratives, stories, and 
legends. Legends cannot be quoted as authentic evidence.

The three main Hindu deities, Brahma, Vishnu, and Mahesh are 
never ever depicted as naked displaying their genitalia in any Indian 
or Hindu iconography. The photograph published with the article is 
that of “Bhairava” and not “Bhikshantana”, a human incarnation 
of lord Shiva and not of god Shiva himself. The form of Bhairava is 
considered to be fierce, one that infuses more fear than love towards 
Lord Shiva. Lord Shiva descended to the earth 18 times in the form 
of Bhairava. The photograph published accompanying the article by 
Vithal C Nadkarni is that of “Urdhvajanu” dancing Bhairava with 8 
arms depicted in the Andal temple at Belur (12th Century AD Hoysala 
dynasty). It is probably reproduced from the book ‘Nataraja in Art, 
Thought & Literature’ by C. Shivarama Murthy (National Museum 
New Delhi) page 270

Bhikshantana is known to be a naked mendicant or follows the 
same iconographic appearance as Bhikshatana where he is depicted 
ash smeared and naked with 4 arms. He is so depicted in a temple at 
Thanjavur (11th century AD Chola dynasty). This icon in a photograph 
is available in the book referred to earlier on page 112.

If in the eyes of the author, vandalism by Janajagruti followers is 
reprehensible, no less reprehensible are the attempts of the so called 
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scholars to misrepresent and misguide the people through a gullible or 
publicity crazy print media into making them believe that the Hindu 
gods were traditionally depicted in nude!

This has reference to “Artist faces heat for painting nude Shiva” & 
“Shiva is depicted in nude every day” (TOI 6th Jan.) As a student of 
Indian Architecture & allied arts for the last 54 years, I have not ever 
come across nude depiction of the gods (Brahma-the creator, Vishnu-the 
preserver, and Mahesha-the destroyer) in Indian or Hindu mythology. 
The Scholars of Indian iconography need to dispel, once for all; the 
myth and mischief, particularly of the visual artists (Hussain, Das,  
J. Choudhary, Atul Dodiya et al) that Hindu gods have been represented 
in nude in our ancient sculptures. The nude depictions that these Painters 
perhaps allude to, are in fact those of Gandharva, Kinnara or Apsara 
(celestial actors of performing arts) or Yaksha –a human creation of 
Brahma. To say that, because the “Shiva Linga” (male sexual organ) 
has been historically openly displayed, (“Shiva is depicted in nude every 
day”) is to expose one’s abysmal ignorance and arrogance. Artists must 
have liberty of expression but liberty should not become a license to 
‘libel’. In this context Let me also dispel the myth of “Shivalinga”. The 
expression does not mean ‘linga (sexual organ) OF Shiva’. The word 
Shiva in Sanskrit means ‘sacred’ or ‘pure’ (Pavitra). The ‘Linga’ partially 
penetrated into ‘Yoni’ (female sexual organ) is a depiction of the force 
(‘Shakti’) that sustains this world by procreation. It has no connection 
whatsoever with Shiva who is a god of destruction and not of creation. 
This Icon was originally venerated by the followers of ‘Shakta Panth’ 
and not by the worshippers of Shiva. While the vandalism indulged into 
by common people at the obscene depiction of their deities however 
deplorable is at least understandable, such wanton obscene depiction by 
the Artists can certainly raise doubts about their real intentions.

12/23/2008

The Social Insecurity� (A newspaper report)

Mr. Burte has raised some pertinent questions about a nation’s response 
to terrorists attack like the one on 26th November in Mumbai, India.

His comment, “..aggressive response which would obviously play 
into the hands of the masterminds of the terror..” probably indicates 
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his aversion to a ‘tit for tat’ reaction, though such a response may 
become necessary to ascertain and declare a nation’s resolve to uphold 
its sovereignty and independence. If “..the attacks were clearly meant 
to be a provocation..” does he imply that Indians should not allow 
themselves to be “provoked” even after “..a cosmopolitan area, home 
to19 million people and also the financial and entertainment capital of 
India was shaken..”?

One would agree with him that “closing roads” etc. is a theatrical 
response that achieves little except causing inconvenience to the citizen 
and curbing use of recreational & other amenities. This is a Planner’s 
point of view. But the same theatrical response (like road barriers, 
sandbags with machine gun totting commandoes etc) can help to instill 
a sense of security (even if false) and being “under protection” to the 
common citizens. Is it not as important?

No amount of security precautions and what Mr. Burte calls “theatrical 
responses” can resolve the problem because a terrorist is a “dedicated’ 
and fanatical individual who knows that he will not live through his 
suicidal mission. The only possible remedy is to have a very strong and 
intensive intelligence net work to fore warn an impending strike.

He states further “..war makes practical sense when you believe that 
you will cause more damage across the border..” We have to take into 
consideration the geo-political realities in the subcontinent. Despite 
its subdivision in to two nations of Pakistan & India in 1947, the 
former has never accepted the realities, not being able to overcome the 
hangover of the Mughal empire that ruled India before the British.. 
With that hangover, Pakistan, since 1947, has waged 5 wars with India, 
of its own making and lost all of them most ignominiously! Despite 
its religious fanaticism it has the sense to appreciate that a nuclear 
war with India may destroy part of India but will physically annihilate 
Pakistan completely. So, what could be an option?

When examined in this perspective we should realize that what 
happened in Mumbai in November was not a random terrorist attack 
by a group (as is the case in many European countries like Germany, 
Spain, etc.) but a “Trial Run” of a state sponsored undeclared war ! 
If, just 10 well trained commandoes can hold a city of 19 million in 
terror why antagonize the whole world by waging a conventional war? 
Such a terror war instills a fear psychosis amongst the urban populace, 
shakes their confidence in its elected government. and creates doubts in 
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the entire system of democracy and democratic governance! That is the 
objective of such attacks by a terror state like Pakistan.

We need to realize and understand these geopolitical realities in 
the Indian subcontinent (which are unique and quite different from 
any where in the world except those that exist between Israel and its 
neighbors) before starting on a quest for planning solutions to terror 
threats in our Metropolitan areas.

01/01/2009

Statement by Ex Home minister Maharashtra (Newspaper report)

It is a matter of deepest regret and misfortune for India that there is 
a large section of people who, despite any amount of solid proof and 
evidence that even a blind man could see, refuse to accept facts and 
continue to call Pakistan’s undeclared war as exaggeration and making 
mountain of a mole hill! It is a measure of success for the Nehruvian 
misguidance of the Indian people reflected in the kind of statement 
made by the then Home Minister of Maharashtra that ‘such SMALL 
incidences do keep happening in a large Metropolis!’ The common 
people will ultimately pay with their lives for such blinkered thinking 
of the so called experts.

Maharashtra Ex- Home Minister

It appears that our respected Home minister R R Patil normally 
enquires about the well being of his dear Kasab but had failed to do 
so in the last few days and though 13th july was Kasb’s birthday the 
government did not send him a cake so his friends decided to give him 
a gift of 121 “cakes” and will give him an equal number of cakes in the 
next few days. 

The government better remember the birthday of Afzal Guru in 
jail sentenced to death by hanging awaiting for the last 5 years as the 
government is not happy about such harsh treatment to a pious man 
whose mercy petition to our great revered Lady President is awaiting 
positive decision. Present fatal casualty is 121 which will certainly be 
revised to atleast 249 as it is Kasab’s 24th birthday

Even god cannot save a country whose so called leaders are hell 
bent on destroying it!
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Pardoning Terrorists

Your Editorial ‘Heal Thyself’ is bold and forthright. The Prime 
Minister “loosing his sleep at the trauma of the relations of a person 
detained for terrorist acts” could perhaps be understandable as his 
personal feeling in the context of unbridled Sikh bashing that his own 
party men and leaders indulged into after the assassination of Indira 
Gandhi, but its public expression by the Prime Minister of a country 
is almost anti national. It is definitely disturbing for its blatant and 
unabashed pandering to the Muslim community for political reasons. 
Such abetment of terrorism just because it is perpetrated by a minority 
religious community on whose electoral votes his party has an eye on, 
is nothing short of treason.

Your question is really the crux of the issue. Why are so many 
terrorists Muslims? Has Islam as a religion strayed from its original 
teachings of love, brotherhood and compassion to become an intolerant 
doctrine? The thinkers of Islam must have a serious introspection to 
urgently bring its followers back to the real teachings of the prophet

World Trade Centre� (My letter published in Santa Barbara News 
Press USA)

The diabolic destruction of the Twin Towers in New York was an act 
as despicable as brazen. It was meant to be as much an affront as 
abuse. It sought to humiliate a great people and a great democracy into 
permanent shame.

Retaining the footprints of the towers as a ‘memorial’ and building a 
new Tower as a replacement would be more of a tacit and ‘permanent’ 
admission of the victory of the ‘evil’ over the ‘good’ than displaying a 
spirit of rejuvenation.

Architectural merits apart, the only definitive and forceful statement 
that a nation can make is to rebuild the Twin Towers exactly as they 
were and ensure that the cityscape and skyline of the great city is 
regenerated as if there was no aberration. A great people and a great 
democracy must demonstrate its undying character in ‘immortality’ of 
the symbols of its national ethos and not appear to be morally weaker 
than the forces of terrorism by grasping the opportunity for a new 
commercial exploitation of land and an Architectural commission.
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Terrorists sighting prank by New Mumbai school girls

This has reference to the news item in your newspaper about “prank” 
played by school students about sighting terrorists in Uran area.

If the news about the school girl/boy from Uran having played 
a ‘prank’ about sighting suspected terrorists is true (and if they are 
“minors”), all print and visual media should publish their photographs 
with names, they should be removed from the school specifically 
mentioning the reasons for it in their school leaving certificates, they 
should be paraded in the town with a placard around their necks 
proclaiming that they are traitors to their country and the armed forces 
that protect it, they along with their parents should be made to work 
for a month each by turns in the households of all the Uri Jawans who 
were killed by the Pakistani terrorists; to make an example of such 
flippant behavior and be a deterrent to prospective ‘Pranksters’. Unless 
these measures are taken this so called “minor” youth will continue to 
behave in such irresponsible manner egged on by the wayward culture 
propagated by the ‘so called’ lighter vein programmes on some video 
channels about having “Fun” and “Enjoy” life.
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7 TRANSPORTATION

Metro planning in Mumbai� (Letter about Newspaper reports on 
the issue)

An overhead Metro train (costing Rs.120 crores per km.) is expected 
to carry 72 passengers equivalent to a single Decker bus load! A low 
carriage bus would cost less than Rs. 1 crore. So, for the same passenger 
carrying capacity Metro is costlier by 120 times! It is possible to run 
more buses by earmarking special bus lanes for Bus Rapid Transit system 
(BRT). The expenditure, will be just for ‘marking’ the special Transit 
lane. More double Decker buses can also be plied on some routes.

Even at this late stage when construction for overhead “Metro” is 
in full swing, has the option of converting these elevated rail tracks 
in to elevated roads been considered? The width is adequate to carry 
minibuses and will save on the special rolling stock of the Metro rakes 
that needs to be imported and constitute about 50% of the cost or 
about Rs. 60 crores per km.

The carrying capacity of the existing roads can be increased by 
disallowing roadside parking during daytime, restoring the sidewalks 
to the pedestrians (who presently walk on the roads) by removing 
the encroachments, hawkers and illegal structures and restricting 
the registration of new motor vehicles to available parking spaces 
in residential/commercial buildings only. The existing road and rail 
infrastructure of Mumbai with a very low cost up gradation can serve 
the city for at least next 20 years.

Is it plausible that the administrative and technical talent in the State 
Government and MMRDA/MCGM have not been able to think of 
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cost effective options like BRT which any city planner would have first 
examined before embarking on astronomical expenditure on Metro? 
Why has credit not been sought from the World Bank? Is it because the 
World Bank would definitely ask for a thorough study of the issues and 
require the authorities to establish conclusively that there is no other 
option except “Metro” or the Skywalks?

If a very low cost solution to the problems of Traffic & Transportation 
in Mumbai is possible then why is this huge expenditure being incurred 
and the docile citizens being made to undergo hardships?

Is it that in the eyes of the Politicians, Bureaucrats and Technocrats 
(PBT) Mumbai cannot be considered a World City unless the foreign 
tourists see Skywalks & elevated Metro rail cars? These projects (about 
60 km of Metro and the Skywalks) will cost about Rs.8700 crores. 
Will the people of Mumbai really benefit from these projects? Or will 
these only help the builders to secure large contracts and earn huge 
profits of which a major share may be siphoned off to the PBT? It only 
strengthens my belief that ‘projects in Mumbai are undertaken for their 
propensity to generate kick backs for the PBT and any benefit accruing 
to the general populace is incidental and unintended!’

Navi Mumbai Airport

This refers to “Build island for Navi Mumbai airport” (HT 9th Sept. 
2013). According to an international consultant’s report appointed 
by and submitted to the Mumbai International Airport Development 
Authority, the present airport at Sahar can handle the estimated traffic 
for the next 20 years by augmentation of current hardware facilities 
(terminals, runways etc.) and by software modifications that can 
reduce the time lag between landing/takeoff time thus doubling aircraft 
handling capacity. Despite this, the government is bent on constructing 
a new airport at a cost of at least Rs. 5000 crores for obvious reasons! 
Even if a new airport is required it can be constructed over the Thane 
creek with its terminal near about Thane east providing a mass rapid 
rail transit outlet for the traffic. I have devoted a chapter with detailed 
suggestions for this proposal in my book ‘Urban Growth Strategies: 
Mumbai Lessons’. My proposal will entail only 1/10th of the expenditure 
estimated for the Navi Mumbai airport and therefore will naturally not 
be acceptable to the authorities
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Infrastructure Projects

This has reference to ‘Settlement a boost for infra projects..’ H.T.13th 
Nov. 2013

Finally after 6 years of plodding, wisdom has dawned on the state 
government about compensation to the land owners of Navi Mumbai 
airport location. While the new Mumbai airport near Panvel is a totally 
ill conceived project, why did it take 6 years for the government to 
come to a solution that I had described in my writings on “SEZ” 8 
years back? I had said that, the best way is to follow the Town Planning 
Scheme principles by allotting part of land to the original owner, create 
a new ‘Gavthan’ to let him build his house in a re-allotted piece of land, 
compensate him partially by making him a share holder in the new 
venture in the acquired land and give him extra FSI. This suggestion 
included in my book titled “Urban Planning & Development” should 
hold good for all such projects. The new Mumbai airport project is a 
“deliberate” idea to bring about construction of the Shivdi- Nhava-
Sheva bridge that may cost over Rs. 24000 crores (the kickback 
could be in excess of Rs. 4800 crores). A new airport at a much more 
convenient location at Thane -this idea described in my third book 
‘Urban Growth Strategies: Mumbai Lessons” – would cost 1/100th of 
the cost of the proposed Shivdi-NhavaSheva bridge! Unfortunately in 
this country, sane and innovative ideas are not even looked at unless 
and until those are propounded by “famous” personalities!

Structure around Chatrapati Shivajimaharaj Terminus

This has reference to ‘Railway gets heritage nod to modify structures 
around CST’ (HT Monday July 15 2013) If the picture published along 
with the news item truly represents the proposed building to ‘transform 
CSMT into a world class station’, it shows gross insensitivity to the 
beauty and Architecture of the present CST building. It is particularly 
distressing & disappointing as the Consultants are supposed to be 
“Conservation” Architects. If built, it will be like spitting on ‘Monalisa’! 
Hope the Mumbai’s enlightened intellectuals and the Architectural 
community will have courage enough to protest against such atrocity 
in the name of “world class”.
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8 URBAN DEVELOPMENT

Careers in Town Planning (Reply to Newspaper report)

Town and regional planning (Town Planning for short) involves making 
long and short-term decisions for management and development 
of cities, towns and regions. A Town Plan aims to find the balance 
between competing demands for land for housing, industry, commerce 
& business, recreation, transport; to create a healthy environment for 
human habitat and direct the city growth.

Town planning is a broad area of work, requiring many different 
skills. Being a multi-disciplinary field, a town planner must have team 
spirit, leadership and coordination, administrative and managerial 
skills, writing reports, addressing meetings, and work closely with other 
professionals like architects, civil Engineers, lawyers, sociologists and 
economists. Knowledge of computers is essential as computer-aided 
design systems help.

The rapid expansion of cities and towns in India has created a need 
for more Town Planners to properly direct the growth of towns & cities. 
Opportunities exist in government and private sector. After B.Tech./M.
Tech. in Town Planning, one can join government organizations 
or private planning consultants. Planners are required mainly by 
local authorities, metropolitan planning organizations, Industrial 
development authorities, housing boards, tourism corporations, 
Town & Country Planning Departments of State Governments. Large 
industrial and business houses need them to plan their campuses. 
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There are openings in construction companies and environmental 
organizations. Increasing number of colleges require teachers in town 
planning. One can go into consulting after sufficient experience.

Town Planning is offered as a 4 year undergraduate (B.Tech) 
at a few institutes but mostly as a post graduate (M.Tech.) course 
(after a bachelor degree in Architecture, civil engineering, Geography, 
Sociology etc.). The Town Planning course covers architecture, civil 
engineering, geography, economics and sociology, transportation, and 
planning of housing, infrastructure, industrial and commercial uses. 
Post graduation in town planning is offered in specialized fields like 
environmental planning, housing, urban design and transportation 
planning.

The CBSE (Central Board of Secondary Education) conducts 
entrance examination (All India Engineering Entrance Examination- 
AIEEE) for entry to undergraduate programmes in B. Planning offered 
at SPA in Delhi, Guru Ramdas College Amritsar, School of planning 
Chennai. Colleges in many states offer post graduation in Planning and 
conduct admission tests. The Institute of Town Planners, India, helps 
regulate planning education in India and offers distance education to 
eligible employed candidates. A list of accredited institutes offering 
undergraduate and post graduate courses in town planning in India 
can be had from its office at 4-A Ring Road I.P. Estate New Delhi 
110 002.

The Emerging Asian City� (Report in a journal)

Tuesday, January 29, 2013

The publication of the 24 chapter volume “The Emerging Asian City: 
Concomitant Urbanities & Urbanisms”, brings together some of 
the most significant emerging voices and thoughts on the forces and 
phenomenons shaping urban Asia today.

Do we need newer insights and provocations to broaden and deepen 
our understanding of urban Asia?

In fact there has been very little understanding of the truth about 
the genesis and evolutionary culture of urban Asia by the urban 
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planners of the western world straight jacketed by their perceived 
concepts of urbanization and by the urbanists of the developing world 
blinded by visions of ‘global village’ and aping the western concepts 
of Urban growth.

Is there really any profound and sophisticated scholarship bringing 
Asia to the forefront of the mainstream dialogue? If there is, is it not 
percolating because it is restricted to the Academics unaware of the 
dynamics of the practicing fraternity?

Can any broadening of the discussion touch even the fringes of a 
rational approach to urban development mired as it is particularly in 
India, in the corrupt political environment & bureaucratic practices?

Not only the Asian urban but the universal urban landscape is 
shaped by distinct phenomena-social, political, economic and cultural; 
only the mix varies in its proportion of the ‘ingredients’ depending 
on the penetration of market economies in the urban culture of a 
country.

Do Traditions, Tensions & Transformations deemphasize geographic 
themes in the current global market environment? These have now lost 
the context and meaning for differential tenor and hue of urban growth 
in the current market driven economies in the Indian scenario if not to 
a similar extent in Asian urban scene

In India the colonial cities reveal a struggle to retain native spatial 
concepts rather than amalgamate those in dwellings and monuments as 
a reaction to imposed “styles’

At least in Chandigarh the greatest lesson lies in demonstrating the 
utter failure and atrocity of imposing on the local climate, tradition 
and culture alien concepts and construction technique in the name of 
post modernism and its rejection demonstrated by what the city has 
become today

Navigating and transforming the existing processes for urban change 
towards equity and social justice demands total rejection of the pseudo 
“models” of Singapore or Shanghai and evolve approaches based 
on optimization of existing resources-fiscal human & management- 
to achieve cost effective urban development in India and the Asian 
countries.
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Is Urban Planning Necessary? (Newspaper report)

During the South Asia Region workshop on “Promoting Access to 
Land and Housing”, one underlying thread that ran through the 
discussions was on effective urban planning. Often, we encounter 
doubts on the usefulness of urban planning. While urban planning 
manifests in various forms, perhaps the most questionable one is 
comprehensive long term planning. While most people including 
the workshop participants acknowledge this framework (as in the 
South Korea or Singapore cases) it is widely debated as to whether 
this model works in the developing world such as in the South Asia 
region countries of Bangladesh, India, Pakistan, Nepal, etc. that face 
immediate urgencies, and more often than not, system failures in its 
urban development.

I agree very much with Dr Songsu Choi ‘s comments made during 
the workshop - that some planning is better than no planning. There 
are perhaps two common misconceptions about urban planning: (i) 
it is a costly exercise that takes a very long time to complete; and 
(ii) a plan is a rigid, inflexible regulatory document that does not 
respond to on-the-ground needs and changes. Yes, while the typical 
developed country model of comprehensive urban planning may 
require high technology, high capacity analysis, extensive modeling 
and typically large amount of resources, that is not the only form 
of planning. Gathering a block of residents and agree that a road is 
needed at a certain alignment is planning; the roads agency meeting 
the drainage agency to coordinate construction schedule for a road is 
planning; the community leader discussing with the residents on the 
vision of the community is planning. We must recognize the intrinsic 
values of planning and then determine the corresponding resources 
to commit to it.

Urban planning embodies a vision that conveys the aspirations of 
both the government and the people. The better aligned the collective 
vision from both the government and the people, the more realistic 
and implementable are the plans. It does not have to paint a lofty, 
unattainable goal but it should be attractive and contextual- making 
use of the unique assets and characteristics of each place, community 
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or city. In fact, the more down to earth the vision is, and the more the 
people can relate to it, the better.

Urban planning is a value creation tool which often generates 
more than enough return just from its own merits (although one 
may need to have some patience!). It is a powerful tool to generate 
economic opportunities and facilitate economic development. For 
example, a well-planned and functioning city is an efficient city that 
can reduce congestion costs and negative externalities. If we can take 
it one step further beyond just function and efficiency, but towards 
livability and attractiveness, that will generate even greater economic 
benefits. In addition, a little packaging built on the planning vision 
can be a powerful marketing material to attract investors. (Of 
course, realizing the vision would need much more than a plan: 
strong political will, legal backing, social consensus amongst others; 
however, a transparent and well executed plan will instill confidence 
in investors and is one of the first step towards generating a virtuous 
upward growth cycle.)

Urban planning is a coordination and communication instrument, 
the common document that brings together stakeholders. Just taking 
the example at the government level, arguments, trade-offs and 
compromises are better done at the table - the draft urban plan can 
be used as a starting point for discussions amongst agencies with 
different mandates and interests. Perhaps even more importantly, 
the final document reflects agreements and decisions from these 
discussions that should be upheld. it would, therefore, minimize 
potential conflicts amongst different agencies during implementation. 
This applies to all aspects of urban development - from road, water, 
drainage, sewers, electricity and community services, health and 
education facilities to economic development direction and goals. 
Underlying this is the need for one main coordination agency and 
a clear division of work between the agencies as well as the various 
levels of government.

Therefore, urban planning is not just about restricting the land use, 
gross floor area, height limits and imposing various control guidelines 
for plots of land.

Perhaps then, the question is how can urban planning be carried 
out in a useful manner appropriate to the developing countries’ or 
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cities’ contexts? If tackling the issue at the city level is too complicated, 
perhaps start with one neighborhood or one community. If five agencies 
cannot agree, perhaps align the interests of three first. If there is not 
enough budget to implement the entire wish list, prioritize tasks and 
do the most urgent and critical one first. As the old cliché goes, when 
there’s a will (especially political will), there’s a way. If we completely 
abandon the will to plan, there may never even be a starting point for 
change. Be ambitious but pragmatic; dream big but start small; think 
long term but act now.
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9 ALL ELSE

CHAIWALA

When a roadside Chaiwala near a 5 star hotel did better business than 
the restaurant there, the management took him on as the manager for 
the restaurant. He, in time, rose by sheer passage of time to be the 
manager of the hotel and led it to ruins! The Peter’s Principle –People 
rise to their level of incompetence- was at work.

A Chaiwala can only think of black money as some cash stashed 
in cupboards, bank lockers and mattresses. He is incapable of 
comprehending the complexity of high finance. Result: the common 
man who had stashed his few thousands in lockers and at home suffered 
his demonetization experiment but the real sharks that had cleverly 
hidden their ill gotten and unaccounted wealth in sham enterprises 
continued to prosper.

His origins in a small state brought him in contact with low grade 
officers incapable of understanding intricacies of management. But he 
could trust them only not having been either exposed or capable of 
comprehending management issues at higher level.

So he carried with him and surrounded himself with this low caliber 
officers clan when he moved on to his level of incompetence. But he had 
the knack of knowing the pulse of the common man and his taste; so 
becoming popular with his foolish experiments with demonetization. 
But in real sense though he achieved popularity with the poor and 
ignorant Janata he had not touched even the fringe of the problem of 
black money and corruption.
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He sweeps the real problems of defense and foreign relations under 
the carpet being incapable of neither understanding nor having any 
notion of solving those. But he gains high popularity with the foolish 
general public by his constant foreign jaunts. All his efforts are to retain 
power by hook or crook. Hence the selection of a Dalit as the President 
of India! What a fall after Mr. Pranabh Mukerjee!

Padmavati

Sunita Anandan›s article (HT 20th Nov) about Padmavati was rational. 
She rightly pointed out that despite the derogation of Bajirao Peshva in 
the film by Bhansali there were few protests unlike Padmavati. It was 
so because the 90% non- Brahmin maharashtrins are least concerned 
about derogation of Bajirao as he was a Brahmin. Yet, fact remains 
that after the great Shivaji maharaj it was the Peshvas-who were all 
Brahmins- who built the “Maratha” empire and the entire Indian 
subcontinent was under their rule. Bajirao and the Peshvas never lost 
a battle - as Sunita points out-unlike the Rajputs -who despite their 
personal valour were always subservient to the Muslims throughout 
the history except few like Rana Pratap. Money mongers like Bhansali 
who care a damn about history are only interested in making money 
by distorting stories like Devdas (which was but a fictional tale) but a 
Nation’s history should not be so fiddled with.

“Release Padmavati to uphold freedom of expression”  
(HT Sunday 10 Dec� 2017)�

Many readers including some so called stalwarts of Bollywood have 
in recent times supported films like ‘Bajirao-Mastani’ & ‘Padmavati’. 
The issue is not freedom of expression but whether film makers like 
Bhansali should enjoy freedom to distort history and debase historical 
personalities. To show a physically disabled Kashibai (wife of Bajirao) 
dancing in court (she was the wife of a Peshwa the ruler of the 
mighty Maratha empire) or to show imaginary scenes between Rani 
Padmini and Allauddin Khilji is certainly not freedom of expression 
but deliberate distortion of history and denigrating historical legends 
for the sake of making money. Mr. Bhansali has specialized in such 
work reportedly earning a Rs. 400 crore profit from Bajiro-Mastani. 
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The central government has recently put the onus on the Actors who 
advertise commercial products to ensure the validity of their claims 
failing which they will be liable to prosecution. Similarly a law should 
be enacted for the TV & film personalities to ensure that the role they 
play does not distort history or denigrate historical personalities. If it is 
not done, how can we prevent regional outfits from possible violence 
against such films?

Marathi society (Letter to News channels)

मराठी सुसंसककृ ्ीचा ह्ास

ग् कांही काळा् प्रसारमाधयमा् आलेलया बलातकारांचया बा्मयांचा मागोवा घे्ा 
असे हदस्े कक हे गुनहे करणारे सामानय्ः तनमन उतपनन वगा्स्ील असून तयांचा 
रोख मुखय्ः अलपवयीन मुलींवर - अगदी दोन वषायंपासून ्े बारा वषा्सपयय्ं  - हो्ा. 
या वयोग्टां्ील मुलींची शारीररक प्रत्काराची शक्ी फार कमी अस्े हे कारण 
असू शकेल पण तयाबरोबरच अतयाचार करणाऱयाची लैंधगक भूक भागवणयासाठी 
वारांगनांना पैसे देणयाची तयांची आध््सक कुव् नस्े हेही असेल. तयांचया पवककृ ् 
लैंधगक भावना आजकालचया दृशयमाधयमा्ुन-पवशेष्ः मराठी वाहहनयांवरील 
जाणीवपूव्सक पुरुषी लैंधगक भावना चे्ावणयाचया काय्सक्रमा्ून- उद्ीपप् केलया 
जा्ा्. या माधयमांना काय्सक्रमांचया पररणामांशी कांहीच देणे घेणे नस्े; तयांचा 
उद्ेश येन केन प्रकारेण पैसे कमावणे हा अस्ो रणमशगें अन ्ु्ाऱया फंुकून 
‘मराठी’चया घोषणा करणाऱया या वाहहनया असंखय पारर्ोपषक पव्रण समारंभाचया 
तनममत्ाने, उत्ान, बीभतस व पुरुषाचया लैंधगक भावना भडकावणाऱया व केवळ 
सत्रीदेह प्रदश्सन करणाऱया “नाचांचे’ काय्सक्रम कर्ा् व तयां् ््ाकध्् कलाकारही 
सामील हो्ा् े्ंवहा बॅडममन्टप्ुट गोपीचंद ने ‘कोक’ आरोगयाला अपायकारक 
महणून तयाची जाहहरा् करणयाचे नाकारले आणण पुढे ्ीच जाहहरा् ‘भार्रतन’ 
सधचनने केली हो्ी.हह आठवण ये्े. दृशयवाहहनयांचया हसवणुकीचया(?) ‘बुले्ट’ 
गाडया, ‘हवा’ देणारे गललाभरू बीभतस काय्सक्रम ‘सैरा्ट’ सु्टलेले मसनेमेही हे सारे 
समाजवयवस्े् समान्ा आणणयाचया पांघरुणाखाली लपलेले पवषारी ‘नाग आहे् 
हे अजून आमचया वाहहनयांनी भ्रष्ट केलेलया या मराठी जन्ेला कळ् नाही. 
कसे कळणार? या वाहहनयांवरील काय्सक्रम तया पाहणाऱया वाढतया बहुसंखय मराठी 
पे्रककांची अिोग्ीला गेलेली बौपद्धक कुव् उघड करी् आहे. ्री आशचय्स आहे 
कक ‘अशीच अस्ी आई आमुची सुंदर रूपम्ी’ हे गी् मलहीणाया्स व तयाचे संगी् 
देणाऱया माणसांचया ्ोंडाला एखादया ब्ब्गेडने अजूनपयय्ं  काळे फसले नाही!. 
छत्रप्ींचया ऐत्हामसक पुरावयाने मसद्ध झालेलया मशककाची कु्रओढ करणारे 
‘वीर’ कुठे आहे्? छत्रप्ींची मह्ी जाणणाऱया ज्ानवकृद्ध पुरंदरालाही जमीनदोस् 
करणाऱया वाचाळवीरांचया डोकया् महाराजांचया अष्टपैलू बुपद्धमत्ेचा एक सहसत्रांश 
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अंश जरी अस्ा ्र तयांनी महाराजांचे उंच उंच पु्ळे उभारणयाऐवजी तयांचया 
चररत्रा्ून एकादा ्री िडा घेऊन देशावर अपरंपार पे्रम करणाऱया सवा्ंत्यवीरांचे 
उधच् समारक आपलया वागणुकीने दाखवून हदले अस्े.

LONAR LAKE DEVELOPMENT� (A newspaper report)

लोणारचया संवि्सनासाठी एक मशखर समम्ी नेमलयाने खरे उहद्ष्ट साधय होईल का? अशा 
सममतयांचे अहवाल (तयांना हदलेलया मुद्ी् अनेक वेळा वाढ करून)अनेक वषा्सने हदले 
जा्ा् व नं्र ् ेसरकारदरबारी दफन हो्ा्.

तनदान या समम्ीने ्री अहवालाचे काय्स हा्ी घेणयापूवतीच सरकारला एक “्तकाळ 
ककृ ्ी आराखडा” देणे आवशयक आहे व ्ोही कमाल १५ हदवसांचया आ्. या आराखडया् 
लोणार सरोवराचे ज्न व संवि्सन करणयासाठी ककमान काय्सक्रम दयावा. उदाहरणा््स, 
सरोवरा् जाणारे सांडपाणी ्ांबपवणे, तया् घन कचरा ्टाकणयाची बंदी करणे, सरोवराचया 
पररसरा् मलमूत्र पवसज्सनास बंदी घालणे, आजूबाजूचा पररसर सवचछ करून ् े् े वकृकारोपण 
करणे अशा ्ाबड्ोब कर्ा येणाऱया गोष्टी आहे् मशकार समम्ी या सूचनांकड ेलक्य 
देईल का?

Equating Pakistan with RSS

Sujata Anandan’s column (Those who have no history. Wednesday 
27th Dec. 2017) irrelevantly compares Pakistan (which has no history) 
with the RSS and the BJP that she claims are without history. Pakistan 
is a nation which RSS and BJP is not and amounts comparing apples 
to oranges. People may disagree with the state government’s thinking 
of providing freedom fighter’s benefits and status to those arrested 
and jailed during the Emergency (who were not all necessarily RSS 
workers as implied by Sujata Anandan)) by late prime minister 
Indira Gandhi. Sujata Andanan’s comparison of Veer Sawarkar with 
Bhagatsingh is also inappropriate and unfair. Her jibe and snide 
remark at Sawarkar’s leniency petition to the then British government 
was totally unnecessary. She has perhaps no knowledge of the rigorous 
and inhuman treatment meted out to Sawarkar at Andaman jail as 
compared to the almost simple and “comfortable” imprisonment of 
other leaders like Nehru, Tilak and Gandhi. A newspaper columnist 
needs to be unbiased and take an objective view of facts and not 
deliberately misrepresent those.
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English- English-Marathi Dictionary by Manjiri Ganesh Mulay: 
Fourth Revised Edition 2001� (Letter to the publishers of book 
published by Academic India Publishers)

While searching for Marathi equivalent for the word “Manned” I was 
dumb struck to find Marathi equivalent as “MANASALALELA”. This 
Marathi word in fact means “Humanized”/ “domasticated”!

Having come across similar gems like meaning of “Manipulate” 
as “manage in UNFAIR way”! and in Marathi “YOGYA REETINE 
VYAVASTHAPAN KARANE” (to manage well!) I continued my study 
of ‘M’ and came to this unbelievable meaning of “Matador” as “a small 
driving carriage” and in Marathi “LAHAN GADI”!!!!!! The Oxford 
dictionary gives the English meaning of “Matador” as “a bullfighter” 
and any school child knows this word! Another jewel is the Marathi 
meaning of “Marathon as “LAMB UDI (Long Jump!!!)

“Mat” means in Marathi “SANVAGADI” (there is no such word in 
Marathi language!).

Between pages 246 to 252 out of about 168 words under ‘M” over 
36 words are given with a totally wrong Marathi equivalent while over 
50 are incorrect. Thus over 50% of the words are incorrectly translated 
in Marathi!

The Author of this Dictionary and you as Publisher have committed 
a criminal offence by totally misinforming the people who must have 
been referring to this book all these years. Please take some corrective 
measures immediately.

SA RE GA MA PA (letter to a commentator)

Dear Mr. Abhay Paranjape,

“SAREGAMAPA che Garud” Lokasatta 12th February 09

I feel you have been very lenient, polite and controlled in your article. 
The entire “Tamasha” needs to be severely deplored as a money making 
commercial exploitation of children.

I am not an expert in Music. But endowed with nature’s gift of keen 
hearing sense and inborn instinct to detect a wrong rendition of even 
half a note (“sur”), it was a torture for me to see and listen to this 
program. The judges, particularly Mr. Avadhoot Gupte exposed their 
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totally shallow knowledge but their gift of gab to pander to “public” 
taste by their antics during all the episodes.

It is my candid opinion that the singing (I wont say talent) of the 
contestant placed first was as “good” as that of any young ‘Bhikari’ 
(street urchin) female child found in our trains begging for alms!. If 
that child were to be attired and placed on the dais of this reality show 
and given orchestra accompaniment, she would also have been judged 
as the winner by the likes of Mr. Gupte and the so called connoisseurs 
gathered in the studio.

I do not lament the abysmal fall in the standards and level of “taste” 
of our audiences. The character, composition, level of knowledge, 
understanding and culture of present day audiences can only beget 
plays like ‘lochya jhalare’, cinema like ‘salina kela ghotala’ TV serials 
like ‘Dar Ughad na gade’ and music by likes of Gupte’s ‘a la kombdi 
palali tangadi dharun’ and shows like ‘Little Champs’. Those like me 
are now a miniscule minority hoping for some sanity in our cultural life 
or lamenting the wanton disrespect shown by the (Maha) Rashtrapati 
towards a ‘Tapaswi’ like Bhimsen Joshi.

You have displayed admirable courage in writing the article. If I 
were to send this letter for publication I would be an odd out cast like 
an only ‘clothed’ person in this melee of stark mad and naked crowd 
that goes under the name of Marathi Samaj!

Development Plan for New Bombay� (Newspaper report)

नवी मुंबईसाठी आ्ा शहर पवकास आराखडा (लोकसत्ा शतनवार १५ जानेवारी) वाचून 
आशचय्स वा्टले. नवी मुंबई हे शहरच मुळा् पूण्सपणे एका नवीन आराखडयानुसार बांिले 
गेले. ककंबहुना हा आराखडा आखाणयासाठीच मसडकोची स्ापना झाली हो्ी. या नवी 
मुंबईचे योजनाकार प्रवीणा मेह्ा, मशरीष प्ेटल आणण चालस्स कोररया आहे्. प्रवीणा 
मेह्ा तनव््सलया परं्ु प्ेटल आणण कोररया हे पवशवपवखया् नगर योजनाकार अजूनही 
काय्सर् आहे्. बा्मी वाचून असे वा्टले कक सदय ‘सस््ी प्रमाणे पामलका हे काम कोणी 
परदेशी सललागारांना देणयाचया पवचारा् असावी (अशा सललागारांना अवाचया सवा 
मोबदला दे्ा ये्ो व तयाच! बराचसा भाग कुणाला जा्ो हे सव्सपवद आहे) गुजरा्ची 
राजिानी गांिीनगर (सजचा मी एक नगररचनाकार हो्ो) नं्र पूण्सपणे भार्ीय 
वास्ुकारांनी घडपवलेले नवी मुंबई हे दसुरे शहर आहे. ्ेवहा हे काम मसडकोमाफ्स ् श्ी 
कोररया आणण प्ेटल यांचयाकडून करपवणे हे योगय होईल. तनदान आ्ा्री परदेशी 
सललागारांचा “मोह” सोडून पवशवपवखया् असलेलया आपलयाच नगर रचनाकारांना हे 
काम देणे सयुसक्क होईल.




